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FOREWORD
When the New Jersey Legislature proposed a Clean Elections program in 2004 as part of its ethics agenda, many
questions were left unanswered. What are Clean Elections? Do other states have similar programs? What can
we learn from them? By what processes were they enacted and what makes them unique? Most importantly,
have they been successful?
The New Jersey Project of the Eagleton Institute of Politics was pleased to address these and other questions
when presented with an opportunity to adapt an undergraduate thesis written by Benjamin Brickner of Lawrenceville, N.J. while he was a senior at Cornell University. Ben, together with Naomi Mueller, a graduate student at
Rutgers’s Edward J. Bloustein School of Planning & Public Policy and previously a reporter for the Asbury Park
Press, updated and edited his thesis to produce this Guide to Clean Elections in New Jersey.
Brickner and Mueller’s work enables the New Jersey Project to provide information about Clean Elections in an
accessible format consistent with Eagleton’s mission to educate citizens and encourage their participation in politics in order to strengthen our democracy. An important goal of Clean Elections is to enable individuals of modest means or those without established networks of political support to run for public office. Clean Elections allows candidates to focus their campaign activities on engaging the voters rather than raising campaign funds.
Clean Elections, which began in Maine during the mid-1990s as an effort to reform how campaigns are financed,
is not widely known and its definition is not easy to find. New Jersey statutes do not provide one. Others have
called Clean Elections the voluntary public financing of campaigns for public office. Common Cause describes
Clean Elections as “public financing of political campaigns.” Wikipedia calls it “a system of government financing of political campaigns.” The Center for Governmental Studies reserves the term for “full public financing.”
Although the word “clean” is often used in contrast to campaigns considered mean spirited or divisive, the term
“clean elections” does not refer to how campaigns are run. Rather, Clean Elections is a type of campaign finance
reform that offers candidates for elected office an alternative to private fundraising and an opportunity to run
campaigns supported with public funds. To receive these funds, candidates must first demonstrate a threshold
level of public support by collecting a minimum number of nominal contributions from registered voters. Candidates must also agree to rely solely upon public funds for all of their campaign expenses. Clean Elections seeks
to neutralize a potential source of official corruption: the undue influence of private campaign contributors on the
actions of our elected public officials.
This book is presented in four chapters that may be read individually or in sequence:
CHAPTER ONE illustrates the context of Clean Elections by describing historical American campaign finance reform and modern campaign finance practices.
CHAPTER TWO presents the common features of Clean Elections and describes how this program was designed in six states: Maine, Vermont, Arizona, Massachusetts, New Jersey and Connecticut.
CHAPTER THREE recounts how various political and legislative events led to Clean Elections in
six states: Maine, Vermont, Arizona, Massachusetts, New Jersey and Connecticut.
—v—
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CHAPTER FOUR details New Jersey’s experience with Clean Elections, including adoption and
implementation of the 2005 and 2007 pilot projects.
AN APPENDIX compares side-by-side the significant provisions of Clean Elections laws in six
states: Maine, Vermont, Arizona, Massachusetts, Connecticut and New Jersey.
Because Clean Elections is relatively new in practice, its study is far from complete. We look forward to comments and suggestions for improving the usefulness of this publication and for keeping it current as the story of
Clean Elections unfolds. In addition to the six states we discuss here, Clean Elections reform is underway and in
various planning stages in cities, counties and states across the country, as well as in the United States Congress.
We hope this contribution to the literature will assist these and other jurisdictions in adapting, adopting and
amending Clean Elections to suit their unique political systems.

Ingrid W. Reed
Director of the New Jersey Project

New Brunswick, NJ
August 2008
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— CHAPTER ONE —
A BRIEF HISTORY OF CAMPAIGN
FINANCE REFORM IN THE UNITED STATES
How Clean Elections Fits within the Campaign Finance Reform Movement
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“

There are two important things in politics. The first is
money, and I can’t remember what the second one is.*

”

INTRODUCTION
For as long as there have been elections in the United States, there has been debate about how candidates should
finance their campaigns. For as long as there have been campaigns to be financed, there has been debate about
campaign finance reform. This issue is as old as the republic itself, predating such acronymous reform efforts as
FECA and BRCA, the Watergate, Teapot Dome and Whiskey Ring financing scandals, and even the steadily
increasing amount of spending that has made campaign finance reform an important issue today. At the heart of
the debate lay tensions between economic inequality and the principle of one-person, one-vote; between political
elitism and representative government; between paid political speech and First Amendment protections. Running
throughout the history of campaign finance reform is a struggle among these competing interests. It is an ongoing
conversation about the nature of American democracy and the permissible means of obtaining elected office.
In America’s third century, candidates for elected office require an increasing sum of money to wage competitive
campaigns. For example, successful congressional candidates raised on average $1.9 million in 2006.1 Freshmen
members of the House seeking reelection raised on average $1.7 million—$2,300 every day of their first term in
office.2 Unless independently wealthy, each of these elected officials relied upon private actors—individuals,
political parties and political action committees—for this funding. A public official-private actor relationship,
without something more, is not necessarily troubling. When candidates become dependent upon this relationship
to win office, however, the potential for corruption becomes apparent. Private financing of public campaigns
provides well-funded interests with potentially greater access and greater influence within our government. These
special interests are often incompatible with the broader interests that all elected officials have sworn to uphold.
Public officials who become beholden to private contributors must navigate a web of conflicts, and experience
tells us these are not easily overcome. At very least, large amounts of private money in public campaigns creates
an appearance of impropriety, casting a shadow over public service and fueling greater skepticism of government.
Even before the U.S. Constitution was ratified, founding father James Madison understood special interest
influence as “adverse to the rights of other citizens [as well as] the permanent and aggregate interests of the
community.”3 Madison wrestled with this conflict, conceding that the same body of rights to be protected by the
new government would also allow special interest influence of campaigns and elections. Eliminating one would
entail eliminating the other, defeating the essential liberties of democracy. The impracticability of Madison’s
fanciful alternative, “giving to every citizen the same opinions,” foreshadowed the long-running tension between
public and private interests. If the danger of special interests could not be avoided without also destroying
American democracy, Madison concluded the danger could only be contained.
*

Marcus Alonzo Hanna (1837 – 1904). Industrialist, U.S. Senator, and widely regarded as the father of big-money
politics in the United States.
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Two centuries before the Watergate scandal began the modern era of campaign finance reform, the Framers had
already identified the movement’s competing concerns: personal autonomy and purity of the political process.
Though the scope of government activity has changed dramatically since the founding, the fundamental question
remains the same: how can campaigns and elections be insulated from the corrosive influence of private interests
without jeopardizing individual freedom? The history of campaign finance reform reflects an ongoing effort to
balance these conflicting interests.
Article I, Section 4 of the U.S. Constitution assigns to individual states the responsibility for prescribing the
“Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections for [U.S.] Senators and Representatives,” while the Congress is
permitted to “at any time by Law make or alter such Regulations.”4 Reflecting eighteenth century concern for
state sovereignty and local autonomy, the Constitution is silent on non-federal elections, deferring on these
matters to the states’ governments. While this arrangement of shared responsibility has resulted in a patchwork of
election law nationwide, it has also permitted each state to experiment with different electoral methods and reform
measures, creating what U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis Brandeis called a “laboratory” of reform.5 This
characterization proved accurate during the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries, when the nascent campaign
finance reform movement was led by a small handful of states undertaking progressive and, in several cases, quite
radical reform.
It was not until passage of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 that the federal government began to overshadow states
in the regulation of elections to public office.6 Watergate followed nine years later, sparking additional reform
efforts, particularly in the Congress. While continued reform has remained a national issue ever since, recent
attention has returned to state and local campaign financing. During the last fifteen years, many states have
enacted measures limiting campaign contributions and requiring additional disclosure of campaign expenditures.
Several states have taken the additional step of providing public financing for political campaigns, including full
public financing, also called Clean Elections.
Reform has come slowly and incrementally as lawmakers and judges struggle to reconcile wealth inequality with
political equality without undermining individual rights enshrined by the Constitution. Given the length of its
history, campaign finance reform has not surprisingly been characterized by some as an endless, Sisyphean task.
As one source of private money is regulated or prohibited altogether, a new one has often been quick to fill the
vacuum, leading the Supreme Court recently to quip that “[m]oney, like water, will always find an outlet.”7
While campaign finance reform has enjoyed elevated prominence in the decades since Watergate, the movement
itself and the issues associated with it are ubiquitous in popular government. The remainder of this chapter
highlights federal and state campaign finance reform efforts from the nineteenth century to the present day.

EARLY FEDERAL REFORM
Modern campaign practices scarcely resemble those that prevailed when the nation’s first federal offices were
established. In America’s first century, it was accepted and generally understood that the political party in power
would spoil its supporters with lucrative government contracts as well as positions in the burgeoning federal
bureaucracy.
Remnants of the spoils system exist today in the broad powers of executive appointment and legislative earmarking. Presidents and governors routinely appoint members of the same political party to fill their cabinets and
—4—
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executive agencies. The list of private firms awarded public contracts often mirrors the list of contributors to
successful campaigns for office. Modern patronage, however, lacks the overt corruption of extortion and bribery
typical of earlier days. In eighteenth century America, appointed positions were often awarded to political
loyalists, with little regard for experience or competence. In return, these employees were assessed fixed portions
of their salaries, payable in cash to the party responsible for their employment. These assessments, legal in their
day, were the primary means of funding for political parties.
Organized resistance to this arrangement did not emerge until the 1830s, just as national political organizations
were taking shape.8 In 1837, Tennessee Congressman John Bell, a member of the Whig Party, introduced a bill to
prohibit assessments of patronage positions. This was among the earliest federal campaign finance reform
measures.9 With opposition Democrats in control of Congress, the White House and most political patronage,
Bell’s bill was short-lived. In 1840, substantially similar legislation was introduced in the wake of a scandal
involving United States customs workers. Again, the bill went nowhere.
The first federal law to regulate assessments was enacted twenty-seven years later as a last-minute amendment to
a Navy appropriations bill. Narrow in scope but bold in aspiration, the provision declared that “no officer or
employee of the government shall require or request any workingman in any navy yard to contribute or pay any
money for political purposes, nor shall any workingman be removed or discharged for political opinion.”10
Widespread corruption during the Ulysses S. Grant administration, including graft and diversion of tax revenue
for political purposes, forced the issue of patronage again.11 Although the President was never implicated of any
wrongdoing, his failure to denounce the malfeasance around him, combined with a legendary reputation for
placing friends in high government office, further weakened his already anemic political standing. To pacify
critics within his own party, Grant agreed to limit assessments to government officials appointed by the president
and approved by the Senate.12
Rutherford B. Hayes, Grant’s successor, took an additional step by issuing an executive order banning assessments altogether.13 In the same order, Hayes also eliminated political party affiliation requirements for
government officials. Perhaps in consideration of the First Amendment, Hayes added, “[officers’] right to vote
and to express their views on public questions . . . is not denied, provided it does not interfere with the discharge
of their official duties.”
The terms of Hayes’s executive order, along with other provisions, were later written into statutory law as the
Pendleton Civil Service Act of 1883.14 Among the first comprehensive reform measures in political financing,
Pendleton was in part a reaction to the 1881 assassination of President James A. Garfield by a disgruntled officeseeker who had been denied a government job. The Act categorically prohibited assessments on the salaries of
public servants, eliminating most political party funding and curtailing much of the associated corruption. The
Act also established the Civil Service Commission to administer a system of competitive merit examinations and
to award employment based on performance rather than political affiliation. Many government jobs were thereafter classified within the new civil service system and removed from the patronage system.
While assessments were no longer available as a source of political party funding, corporate contributions
remained unregulated. Partisan fundraisers wasted little time adapting their tactics to accommodate the new law.
Shortly after Pendleton was enacted, many politicians turned to wealthy business owners, demanding a share of
their corporate profit in return for preferential, or even adequate, treatment by their government.15 These new
assessments quickly became a principal source of funding for political parties, filling the patronage vacuum
created by Pendleton. In exchange, corporate contributors and their associates were awarded unclassified jobs,
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government business or both. With the federal government’s role in economic and trade policy rapidly expanding
during the late-1800s, favorable consideration from Congress and regulators was becoming increasingly profitable
for business and industry. Political operatives were not shy in exploiting the new arrangement. In 1900, the chair
of the Republican National Committee contacted several large corporations, suggesting that each “pay according
to its stake in the general prosperity of the country and according to its special interest in the region.”16 Wealthy
interests thus enjoyed a closer, more productive relationship with their government. In exchange, these interests
shouldered the growing cost of political campaigns and party establishments. Such bold solicitations, however,
only hastened the sentiment that well-funded interests were corrupting the integrity of government.
Responding to growing appearances of impropriety as well as the remarkable sums spent during the 1896 and
1900 presidential campaigns, several states banned corporate contributions to political campaigns.17 Congress did
not consider doing the same until several years later when President Theodore Roosevelt, embarrassed by allegations of quid pro quo during his 1904 campaign, included the policy in his domestic agenda. Roosevelt’s
commitment to the issue was demonstrated by its inclusion in three consecutive State of the Union messages.18 In
1905, the president told Congress “[t]here is no enemy of free government more dangerous and none so insidious
as the corruption of the electorate” and recommended “the enactment of a law directed against bribery and
corruption in Federal elections.”19 Congress, however, remained unmoved. In 1906, Roosevelt took the additional step of calling for specific reform measures directed at elections for both federal and state office, proposing
that “[a]ll contributions by corporations to any political committee or for any political purpose should be forbidden by law.”20 Again, Congress was unmoved. The following year, however, a coalition of public interest
groups, editorial boards and public officials joined Roosevelt in calling for reform.21 Stirred to action by a
corruption-weary public, Congress in 1907 adopted the Tillman Act forbidding “any corporation organized by
authority of any laws of Congress, to make a money contribution in connection with any election to any political
office.”22 Notwithstanding its broad language, Tillman was far from comprehensive. Most businesses then, as
now, had been incorporated under state law and were excluded from this restriction. A second provision, applicable to all corporations, was limited to campaigns for federal office. Most corporations were still able to contribute
to state and local political party organizations and candidates. Nonetheless, the law marked a defining moment in
the history of campaign finance reform. Just as Pendleton had done by creating the civil service system twentyfour years earlier, Tillman created new precedent by articulating a public interest in regulating corporate campaign contributions.
With yet another source of campaign funding within the crosshairs of government regulation, reformers turned
their attention to campaign finance disclosure. Before 1910, campaigns and political party committees were not
compelled to disclose their financial transactions. Receipts and disbursements remained secret and the public
remained unaware of who was giving money to whom and for what purpose. As a result, political organizations
and their benefactors operated with little public or regulatory oversight. This changed upon passage of the
Federal Corrupt Practices Act (also known as the Publicity Act).23 As amended the following year,24 the Act
required all federal campaign committees to report their finances both before and after primary and general
elections. The Act broke additional new ground by establishing spending limits on federal campaigns and
allowing states the discretion to set lower limits. Michigan, for example, established a primary election spending
limit equal to one-quarter of the salary for the federal office sought.25 In 1921, a Republican U.S. Senator was
convicted under the Act for dramatically exceeding this limit.26 When the case reached the U.S. Supreme Court
later that year, the law was invalidated on the ground that Congress did not have authority to regulate nominating
contests and, by extension, primary election contests.27 What remained of the federal Publicity Act included
inadequate penalties for violations. Although Congress was entrusted with enforcing the Act, it rarely did so.
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By the 1920s, several factors led to a significant growth in campaign spending. In 1913, the Seventeenth
Amendment established direct elections for United States Senators, creating a new class of political campaigns in
need of funding. In 1920, the Nineteenth Amendment gave women the right to vote, creating a new class of
voters in need of swaying. At the same time, primary elections began replacing elite conventions as the nominating tool of choice, creating yet another new class of political campaigns.
In 1925, Congress amended and substantially strengthened the Publicity Act by requiring quarterly reports from
all interstate campaign committees and establishing a reporting threshold of $100.28 Consistent with the Supreme
Court’s ruling four years earlier, the new regulation excluded primary election contests. Enforcement authority
once again was entrusted to Congress, but because the Act lacked an effective regulatory structure, its provisions
went largely unenforced. No candidate for federal office was ever prosecuted under the Publicity Act after 1925,
yet the Act remained the operative campaign finance regulation until the 1970s.29
With the New Deal political realignment of 1932, Democrats found themselves in power following a sixteen-year
hiatus. Republicans, on the other hand, were out of power and at a marked disadvantage with respect to campaign
financing. With several of President Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s New Deal policies being pro-worker, labor
unions quickly developed into a potent political force overwhelmingly supportive of the Democratic Party.30
While the Tillman Act barred corporate campaign contributions, labor union contributions, the emerging Democratic Party lifeblood, remained unregulated. This was not the case for long. In response to unions’ escalating
political activity and a succession of labor strikes perceived as detrimental to World War II mobilization efforts,
the Congress in 1943 passed the War Labor Disputes Act, extending Tillman’s provisions to organized labor.31
Notably, the Act was passed over President Roosevelt’s veto and was designed by the Democratic Congress as a
temporary measure to expire shortly after the war’s end. The Republican majority elected to Congress in 1946,
however, revived the ban by enacting the Labor-Management Relations Act, this time over President Truman’s
veto.32 The renewed federal rules prohibited not only corporations, but also labor unions from using any portion
of their general funds for political purposes. Included were both direct contributions and indirect expenditures in
support of a political party or campaign. Much of this regulation remains in place today.
Just as partisan fundraisers had adjusted to the new reality created by Pendleton’s civil service reform, organized
labor had quickly developed a new avenue for their political activity during the wartime prohibition on union
campaign contributions. In 1943, the Political Action Committee (“PAC”) was conceived as a vehicle for
campaign contributions outside the scope of the War Labor Disputes and Labor-Management Relations Acts. By
soliciting funds independent of union dues, labor PACs were able to sidestep the spirit, if not the letter of the law,
which had only prohibited use of general treasury funds. Labor unions were the first to exploit this loophole and
within a decade, more than a dozen PACs were active. Corporate entities followed suit in the early-1960s.33
The growing prominence of political action committees coincided with a broader shift in the nature of political
campaigns. The increasing reach of radio and television media in the post-war era fueled dramatic growth in
campaign spending. Aggregate campaign expenditures by congressional candidates nearly doubled between 1956
and 1968 with media expenditures accounting for much of the growth.34 In 1956, broadcast media costs
amounted to 6.3 percent of total campaign spending. By 1968, this figure was nearly 20 percent. As the expense
of mounting viable and competitive campaigns continued to climb, concern came from an unlikely source. With
each passing election cycle, members of Congress became increasingly worried they would be unable to raise the
funds necessary to wage multi-media reelection campaigns. This fear crested with the rise of a new class of
candidates for public office—millionaires willing to part with substantial personal wealth to win elected office.
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In the century after Congressman Bell first proposed legislation to regulate campaign financing, congressional
action on the issue was almost exclusively reactionary. The Pendleton, Tillman and Publicity Acts were each
enacted in response to political scandal. Relevant provisions of the Labor-Management Relations and the War
Labor Disputes Acts were in response to political inequity and wartime necessity. With campaign costs on the
rise and incumbents devoting increasing amounts of time and energy to the inelegant task of fundraising, Congress resorted to proactive measures.
The Federal Election Campaign Act (“FECA”) of 1971, the foundation of modern campaign finance regulation,
marked Congress’s return to the issue after a twenty-five year hiatus.35 Motivated by a fear of self-financed
candidates and a sense that media costs alone were to blame for rising campaign costs, Congress enacted FECA to
cap media expenditures and limit the amount candidates could contribute to their own campaigns. FECA also
imposed ceilings on individual contributions to candidates and party committees, as well as on monetary transfers
between political committees. The Act also strengthened reporting and disclosure requirements for all candidates
and political committees, requiring itemization of all contributions above $100.
Despite its far-reaching provisions, FECA failed to achieve its principal goal of bringing campaign spending
under control. While the upward trend in media expenditures was briefly stabilized after FECA’s passage, the
rise in overall spending continued. Despite new contribution ceilings and limitations on self-financing, total
campaign spending increased more than 40 percent between 1968 and 1972.36 One explanation for FECA’s
failure was the absence of an enforcement agency empowered to administer the Act and to punish those who
violated its provisions. Although disclosure and reporting requirements were in place during the 1972 presidential campaign, enforcement was inconsistent at best. Following the extraordinary scandal that still colors the
modern campaign finance reform debate, the absence of an oversight body would be short-lived.

WATERGATE-ERA REFORM
In June 1972, five men were caught attempting to wiretap the Democratic National Committee headquarters in
Washington’s Watergate Hotel. Several of the burglars were later discovered to have ties to the White House and
in particular to the campaign Committee to Reelect President Richard M. Nixon.37 The ensuing investigation
spanned two years, culminating in the president’s resignation in August 1974. As details of the break-in emerged,
a stark picture of routine campaign finance abuse appeared, including corporate contributions laundered through
foreign banks and used to finance clandestine campaign operations.
The investigation revealed just how inadequate the existing campaign finance law was. Even months before
Nixon’s resignation, the need for additional reform had become clear.38 In March 1974, Congress began work on
what would eventually become an ambitious and comprehensive revision of FECA, which had been enacted only
three years earlier. Enacted days after Nixon’s resignation, the Federal Election Campaign Act amendments of
1974 included stricter disclosure rules, compelling additional reporting before and after Election Day, and
restricted candidates to a single campaign committee for raising and spending campaign contributions.39 The
1974 amendments also capped individual campaign contributions, limits that would remain unchanged for almost
thirty years. The original ceiling on media-related expenditures was abandoned in favor of a ceiling on total
expenditures scaled by constituency size and the office sought. Political parties and their campaign committees
were also made subject to limits on independent expenditures that were coordinated with a particular candidate’s
campaign.
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Perhaps most important, the 1974 amendments created an independent, bipartisan Federal Election Commission
(“FEC”) to administer the revised law and enforce its provisions. Correcting fundamental weaknesses in the
original law, the FEC was empowered to collect financial disclosure reports, conduct investigations and audits,
issue subpoenas, and assess civil penalties for noncompliance. Further, the FEC’s authority extended to both
primary and general election cycles.
With the FECA amendments, the Congress finally implemented the nation’s first federal public financing program. Initially proposed in 1962 by President John F. Kennedy’s Commission on Campaign Costs,40 the idea had
received little support from Congress.41 In 1966, Congress took a tentative first step by attaching a public
financing rider to an unrelated bill.42 The Presidential Election Campaign Fund Act proposed to supplement
traditional private funds with public dollars. Because the program did not address private fundraising, perceived
to be the true source of public corruption, opposition in Congress was widespread. As a result, the program was
never funded and implementation was delayed indefinitely.
The FECA amendments of 1974 ended this delay, combining public funding with additional mechanisms designed to address the corrosive effects of private fundraising in presidential elections. During the primary election
cycle, major party candidates were first required to cross a modest private fundraising threshold in at least twenty
states. The first $250 of each private contribution would then be matched by public funding once the candidate
pledged to keep overall spending below a specified level. During the general election cycle, major party nominees were eligible to receive a $20 million grant upon agreeing not to raise or solicit any additional funds from
private sources. The Democratic and Republican national committees were eligible to receive $2 million for their
nominating conventions. Third party presidential candidates and their national committees were also eligible for
public funding, however these amounts were smaller and in proportion to the party’s vote-share during the
previous presidential election cycle. Finally, the new law also authorized modest tax deductions and credits for
individuals who made campaign contributions to political candidates. By easing the fundraising burden on
presidential candidates and their national party committees, the nation’s first federal public funding program
sought to address the concern that rising campaign costs had contributed to the corruption at issue in Watergate.
In addition to cleaning up the campaign finance system, the 1974 amendments also sought to encourage wider
social engagement in campaigns and elections. Despite the politically expansive Seventeenth and Nineteenth
amendments, by the 1970s fewer than one in eight adults reported contributing any money to political candidates
or parties.43 The public financing funding mechanism, a voluntary federal income tax check-off, created a new,
cost-free avenue for citizen participation in the electoral process. New tax deductions and tax credits provided
additional incentive for individuals to contribute to candidate campaigns. By increasing overall participation and
interest in the political process, these initiatives were intended to increase candidate contact with voters, particularly with those who were previously isolated from national campaigns.
FECA was as controversial as it was comprehensive and several of its provisions were promptly subjected to
judicial scrutiny. The result was Buckley v. Valeo, a landmark U.S. Supreme Court decision that rivals Watergate
for its subsequent impact upon modern campaign finance law.44 In Buckley, the Court concluded that both
campaign contributions and expenditures were forms of political speech protected by the First Amendment.
FECA’s expenditure limits were deemed to impose unjustifiably “direct and substantial restraints on the quantity
of political speech” and were accordingly invalidated.45 The Court struck down restrictions on candidate selffinancing on similar grounds.46 The Court also invalidated limits on independent expenditures, including those
made by a political party, finding them impermissibly vague and unconnected to “the governmental interest in
preventing corruption and the appearance of corruption.”47 In particular, the Court famously noted that only those
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expenditures that “in express terms advocate the election or defeat of a clearly identified candidate” could be
restricted.48
Upon balancing the competing interests, however, the Court upheld FECA’s contribution limits, finding that they
created only a “limited effect upon First Amendment freedoms” justified by a “basic governmental interest in
safeguarding the integrity of the electoral process.”49 The Court also upheld FECA’s provisions for public
funding of primary elections, nominating conventions and general elections. Here, the Court found that elimination of “the improper influence of large private contributions [furthered] a significant governmental interest” for
which public financing was well suited.50 The Court stressed that acceptance of public funding and its associated
restrictions was voluntary, noting that traditional avenues of campaigning remained open to all candidates.51 As
such, the Court concluded public financing was “an appropriate means of relieving major-party Presidential
candidates from the rigors of soliciting private contributions.”52
After Buckley, the growth of private money in political campaigns continued, checked only by FECA’s ceiling on
individual contributions and voluntary acceptance of fundraising restrictions associated with public funding of
presidential campaigns. The FECA provisions that survived Buckley have provided the foundation for most
subsequent reform efforts at the federal and state levels.

MODERN FEDERAL REFORM
Just as the Labor-Management Relations Act gave rise to the political action committee, Buckley yielded new
means of circumventing FECA’s campaign finance regulations. Buckley’s holding that only express political
advocacy could be regulated created a legal loophole for soft money, funds that are not contributed directly to a
candidate’s campaign and are not used to advocate the election or defeat of a particular candidate.53
The natural repositories of soft money were the national party committees and independent PACs. Wealthy
donors could thus contribute vast amounts to these entities, technically independent of individual candidates,
which were able to spend these funds on such party-building activities as voter registration and get out the vote
drives. These largely unregulated contributions fueled much of the subsequent growth in campaign spending.
Between 1992 and 2002, for instance, soft money expenditures rose nearly five-fold to a record $496 million, a
trend that was not limited to national party organizations.54 State parties reported an equally impressive increase
in soft money expenditures during the same period.55
In a series of FEC rulings during the late-1970s, permissible uses of soft money were expanded to include issue
advertisements, communications intended to comply with the unusually specific language of Buckley. In a
footnote, the Court explained what it considered to be “express advocacy” by offering several examples including,
“vote for,” “elect” and “support.”56 The Court’s precision had the unintended effect of aiding party organizations
and other interest groups in blurring the distinction between express advocacy and genuine issue advocacy.
By the 1990s, the rapid growth in soft money expenditures and a proliferation of unregulated issue ads led some
members of Congress to advocate a new round of campaign finance reform. These efforts culminated in 2002
with the Bipartisan Campaign Reform Act (“BCRA,” also known as McCain-Feingold), which abolished soft
money.57 This legislation initially faced strong resistance in both Republican-led houses of Congress. Opposition
to BCRA subsided in late-2001, however, after several members of Congress discovered their campaigns had
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accepted money from the Enron Corporation, which was then embroiled in a massive accounting scandal and
teetering on the brink of the largest bankruptcy in American history.
BCRA was signed into law in March and took effect in November, one day after the 2002 midterm elections, and
included a complete ban on soft money contributions to party national committees. To compensate for the
removal of this pillar of political fundraising, BCRA also increased the limits on hard money contributions—
those made directly to candidates—from $1,000 to $2,000 and indexed them to inflation. The Act also removed
the issue advocacy loophole by requiring that issue ads be paid for with hard money contributions under the new
limits. Anticipating a new regulatory loophole, BCRA further specified how state and local party organizations
could use federally regulated funds that were transferred to them from national party organizations.
Like the FECA amendments before it, BCRA was challenged in court immediately upon adoption. In McConnell
v. Federal Election Commission, the Supreme Court found that BCRA’s key elements passed constitutional
muster, leaving the law largely intact.58 The Court distinguished soft money as being less restrictive of protected
political speech than hard money, which is spent by candidates directly. Since BCRA primarily regulated soft
money, the Act’s cumulative restriction of political speech was found to be minimal. The regulatory scheme was
upheld as being “closely drawn” to advance important governmental interests in preventing “the actual corruption
threatened by large financial contributions and the eroding of public confidence in the electoral process through
the appearance of corruption.”59 Responding to claims that BCRA was broader than necessary to protect these
interests, the court reflected upon the checkered history of campaign finance reform, noting “money, like water,
will always find an outlet.”60 The wide reach of BRCA, the court concluded, was justified in preventing “circumvention of otherwise valid contribution limits.”61
As of this writing, BCRA has been in force for only two congressional election cycles, making it difficult to
determine whether the law has successfully tempered the influence of private money in campaigns for public
office. Among the preliminary data:
•

Presidential Elections. The 2004 presidential race was the most expensive in history, with receipts
exceeding $1 billion, a 56 percent increase over 2000.62 The 2008 cycle is shaping up to be another
record-breaker, with nearly $700 million raised eight months before Election Day.63

•

Congressional Elections. Congressional candidates raised $1.21 billion during the 2004 election cycle and $1.31 billion during the 2006 cycle, increases of 25 and 35 percent, respectively, over the last
pre-BCRA election cycle in 2002.64

•

Major Political Parties. During the 2006 election cycle, political parties received $903 million in
hard money contributions, a 10 percent decrease from the last pre-BCRA cycle in 2002, when both
hard and soft money were legal.65

•

Political Action Committees. PAC fundraising totaled $310.5 million during the 2004 election cycle
and $372.1 during the 2006 cycle, increases of 10 and 32 percent, respectively, over the last preBCRA election cycle in 2002.66

Since BCRA’s passage, two notable trends have emerged. In 2004, for the first time since FECA made public
financing available three decades earlier, both major party presidential candidates opted not to participate during
the general election, choosing instead to raise and spend private funds. Another recent phenomenon is the
emerging prominence of so-called 527 Groups. Named for the section of United States Tax Code under which
they are organized, 527 Groups are largely unregulated by the FEC and state election commissions and are not
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subject to the same contribution limits as ordinary PACs. While these organizations cannot contribute directly to
or in coordination with federal candidates, they can still advance a political agenda through issue advertisements
and direct mail, operating outside many of BCRA’s restrictions. While the existence of these groups pre-dates
BCRA—section 527 of the Tax Code was adopted in 1974—their activities attracted national attention during the
2004 election cycle when the 527 Group Swift Boat Veterans for Truth aired a provocative ad questioning
presidential candidate John F. Kerry’s Vietnam War service record.
The Court in McConnell may have been stating the obvious when saying it was “under no illusion that BCRA will
be the last congressional statement on the matter [of campaign finance reform].”67 Both the obsolescence of the
presidential public financing program and the proliferation of unregulated 527 Groups virtually guarantee that
Congress is not yet done. Furthermore, McConnell would not be the last judicial statement on the matter. In June
2007, the Supreme Court reexamined BCRA’s restrictions, chipping away at McConnell’s broad rule by creating
a significant new exception for issue advertisements.68 Declaring, “enough is enough,” the Court’s newest
members signaled that future campaign finance reform efforts are likely to be examined with greater skepticism.69
Notwithstanding these judicial decisions, BCRA represents the state of federal campaign finance regulation today,
and it is within this framework that individual states continue to address the nature of campaign financing for state
elected office.

REFORM IN THE STATES
Article I of the U.S. Constitution assigns shared responsibility for administering elections for federal office.
While the states are responsible for prescribing the “Times, Places and Manner of holding Elections for [U.S.]
Senators and Representatives,” Congress may, “at any time by Law make or alter such Regulations.”70 Though
the states are charged with redrawing congressional district lines after each census, each house of Congress “shall
be the Judge of the Elections, Returns and Qualifications of its own Members.”71 The Congress, in short, has
primary authority over campaigns and elections for federal office. The Constitution is silent, however, on the
matter of campaigns and elections for local office. With few exceptions, the states are free to organize their
election laws however they choose. This arrangement has permitted considerable variability in state and local
election law.
From an academic perspective, such variation creates both problems and opportunities. While the federal government has a single set of campaign regulations, together the states have fifty. Each state has its own rules,
regulations and precise definitions for such critical terms as contribution and committee. While the study of these
rules and their effects can be tortuous at times, the fifty states also produce fifty data sets. Under the right
circumstances, these data can be used to simulate the experimental and control conditions sought in true laboratory settings, enabling robust analysis of various public policies, including campaign finance reform efforts. This
opportunity is among the “happy incidents of the federal system” leading U.S. Supreme Court Justice Louis
Brandeis to observe “that a single courageous state may, if its citizens choose, serve as a laboratory; and try novel
social and economic experiments without risk to the rest of the country.”72
Most early attempts at campaign finance reform in the states amounted to courageous and novel experimentation,
with the mixed results to prove it. Many of these experiments were guided by the same trends and scandals
shaping the federal efforts discussed above. This shared experience has provided some consistency among the
states’ histories of reform, despite their independent lawmaking and regulatory structures.
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As the Congress began exercising regulatory authority over commerce and the economy during the late-nineteenth
century, favorable consideration from federal officials was becoming increasingly profitable for business and
industry. As the cost of running for office increased, the regulators and those whom they regulated began to
develop a mutually beneficial, wholly dependent and mostly legal relationship. Congress, led by the majority
political party, looked favorably upon businesses and industries that helped its members remain in power. One
Republican fundraiser in 1900 went so far as to contact several large corporations, suggesting that each “pay
according to . . . its special interest in the region.”73
At the start of the twentieth century, such relationships were not unique to the national government. From their
earliest days, state and colonial governments had been the center of regulatory authority in the United States.
Colonial governors and assemblies were responsible for enforcing a variant of English common law within their
territories. This continued with the Articles of Confederation, under which the states retained their sovereignty
and were nominally united by a weak central government. While the U.S. Constitution stripped most sovereign
power from the states upon their admission to the union, the Constitution was notable for limiting the new federal
government’s powers to those enumerated by its text. The Tenth Amendment makes this clear: “[t]he powers not
delegated to the United States by the Constitution, nor prohibited by it to the States, are reserved to the States
respectively, or to the people.”74
Among its enumerated provisions, the Constitution also gave states ample authority over elections for federal
office. The states’ legislatures were to determine how electors for President and Vice-President would be chosen75 and until the Seventeenth Amendment, to select U.S. Senators.76 The states’ executives were to fill
vacancies arising in their congressional delegation.77 These responsibilities, combined with near plenary power to
regulate within their boundaries, ensured that the states would also be magnets for official corruption and targets
for campaign finance reform. It has been said, for example, that “Standard Oil did everything to the Pennsylvania
legislature except refine it.”78
Compared to today’s closely monitored and highly regulated campaigns for public office, those of the nineteenth
century were often messy affairs. State political parties competed for newspaper editorial support with their
money as often as their ideas. In many respects, political parties operated in place of modern nonpartisan and
bipartisan boards of elections by registering voters, printing ballots and monitoring polling places. Conflicts of
interest and allegations of fraud were widespread. As the power of political bosses and their special interests
grew during the late 1800s, states gradually began to assume greater oversight of campaign and electoral practices. Focusing initially on fraudulent voting and intimidation of voters by party operatives, this early wave of
reform resulted in the secret ballot and nonpartisan voter registration.79 As late as 1890, most states did not
require any disclosure of campaign receipts and expenditures and, in the few that did, enforcement was poor.
During the 1890s, New York, Massachusetts and California each adopted disclosure requirements. California’s
Purity of Elections Act of 1893 required that detailed financial information be filed with the secretary of state.80
The Act also banned independent expenditures, capped campaign expenditures in proportion to the salary of the
office being sought, and prohibited wheeling, the practice of transferring money between political campaigns.
Unlike many other contemporaneous reform measures, California’s law contained strict penalties for violators,
including forfeiture of any public office won in violation of the Act. As creative as it was far-reaching, the
regulation was repealed by California’s legislature in 1907 after being rendered essentially unenforceable and
inoperative by the state’s supreme court.81
Two years later, in 1909, Colorado combined new financial disclosure requirements with the nation’s first system
of public financing for political campaigns.82 As was the case in California, Colorado’s law was struck down
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before it could be fully implemented.83 Nonetheless, other states establishing their own public financing programs nearly a century later would embrace elements of the Colorado model. Specifically, Colorado’s program
would have provided public money to political parties, while preventing them from collecting additional contributions. The amount of funding each party received would have been determined by its performance during the
previous election cycle. Candidates could raise their own money and accept public funds from their party
organization, but were limited in the amount they could spend based upon the salary of the office sought.84
Perhaps chastened by these judicial defeats, reform efforts in the states stalled until the federal government
enacted the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971. Spurred to action by the rising costs of campaigns and then
by the Watergate scandal, nearly every state enacted some form of campaign finance reform between 1972 and
1974. These reforms included tighter disclosure requirements and lower limits on campaign contributions and
expenditures.85 As was also the case at the federal level, these regulatory changes did little to stem the rising cost
of state electoral campaigns, nor did they succeed in stemming the apparent influence of private dollars in
campaigns for public office. In a study of post-Watergate campaign finance in ten states, political scientist
Herbert Alexander observed that “even the most stringent legislation will not wipe out corruption entirely . . . .
The aim of reform must be to insulate the electoral system from abuses while assuring fairness and equity.”86
With hindsight, it appears that the cascade of state reform in the 1970s failed even to achieve these modest goals.
Alexander concluded, “[i]t is not clear . . . that legislation will greatly alter the traditional system of private
giving . . . the traditional channels are still open and functioning.”87
For as long as money has been part of American campaigns for elected office, advocates have been calling for
campaign finance reform. On one hand, given the progress made during the last two centuries, it is difficult to
argue that today’s campaigns are more corrupt than yesterday’s, which were subject to less scrutiny and a thinner
body of regulation. On the other hand, never before has government been so entwined with the lives of the
governed. Corruption of the functions of government, whether by special interests or self-interested public
officials, threatens serious injury to the public interest.
At the center of the tension between special interests and the public interest is money. Political candidates need it
to win public office and private individuals are willing to part with it to assist sympathetic elected officials with
winning and keeping office. While such an arrangement, without more, is not necessarily troubling, as campaign
costs and the regulatory power of government increases, so does the risk of corruption and conflict of interest.
The history of campaign finance reform, particularly since Watergate, tells us that financial disclosure and
contribution ceilings can limit this danger, but not eliminate it. For as long as candidates for public office
continue to depend upon private contributions, the potential for corruption will continue. Recognizing this, a
number of states have recently begun experimenting with full public financing in order to eliminate private money
from public campaigns. The following chapters explore this type of campaign finance reform, also known as
Clean Elections.
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“

I think I can say, and say with pride, that we have some
legislatures that bring higher prices than any in the world.*

”

INTRODUCTION
Despite the novelty of public financing for public campaigns at the federal level, the concept is not new to the
states. In 1909, Colorado became the first state to enact such a system to finance campaigns for state and local
office.1 Since the Colorado Supreme Court’s invalidation of this program the following year,2 officials at all
levels of government have struggled to balance the need for campaign finance regulation against constitutionally
protected speech and association rights. At the heart of the campaign finance debate is a confrontation between
the integrity of American democracy and the personal autonomy of its constituent members. The concept of
Clean Elections—voluntary systems of full public financing for public campaigns—has emerged and evolved
because of this struggle.
The federal government was the first to successfully implement public financing with the Federal Election
Campaign Act Amendments of 1974, which included a two-cycle public funding program for presidential
campaigns.3 During the primary election cycle, major party candidates who satisfied modest private fundraising
requirements were eligible to receive a dollar-for-dollar match on the first $250 of all individual contributions
upon a pledge to keep overall spending below a specified level. During the general election cycle, major party
nominees were eligible to receive a specified grant of public funding upon a pledge not to raise or solicit any
additional funds from private sources. Minor party candidates were eligible for smaller amounts, scaled in
proportion to their party’s vote-share during the previous presidential election cycle.
Over time, however, the presidential public financing program has failed to keep pace with the rising cost and
accelerated schedule of modern presidential campaigns. In 2004, for the first time since the program’s adoption,
both major party presidential nominees chose not to receive public funds during the general election cycle,
privately raising nearly seven times the would-be spending ceiling.4 With its continued viability in doubt, two
bills have been introduced to address the program’s deficiencies.5 As of this writing, however, neither bill had
advanced beyond committee.
During the Watergate-inspired era of reform, public financing programs were adopted in more than twenty states,
including Minnesota (1974), Idaho (1975), New Jersey (1975), Michigan (1976) and Hawaii (1979). The details
of these programs vary widely. In New Jersey, for example, until 2005 only gubernatorial candidates were
eligible to receive public funding.6 Idaho disburses to political parties the public funds raised from a voluntary $1
tax return allocation, which can be earmarked to the political party of the taxpayer’s choosing.7 Hawaii limits the
amount of public money candidates receive to 15 percent of the spending limits established for the office sought.8

*

Mark Twain (1835 – 1910). “After Dinner Speech.” July 4, 1875.
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Additionally, since 1985, more than a dozen local governments have enacted some form of public financing for
elections within their jurisdictions. These programs display similar variation.9

OVERVIEW OF CLEAN ELECTIONS
The foremost goal of Clean Elections is to reduce the amount of private money in campaigns for public office.
Doing so, it is argued, will lead to less public corruption and greater public confidence in government. Clean
Elections also seeks to increase participation and diversity in the electoral process by lowering financial barriers
to entry and making meaningful political participation more affordable.10 By reducing the private fundraising
burden, Clean Elections also aims to give candidates more time to interact directly with the voters, enhancing
responsiveness and accountability.
To reduce the amount of private money in electoral campaigns successfully, public funding programs seek to limit
overall spending. Partial public financing, the more common variety, couples public funding with absolute
expenditure ceilings. Full public financing—also known as Clean Elections—couples public funding with
complete bans on private fundraising, effectively establishing expenditure ceilings equal to the amount of public
funding. Since the U.S. Supreme Court opinion in Buckley v. Valeo held expenditure restrictions unconstitutional,
participation in partial public financing and Clean Elections programs must be made voluntary.11
Among the most important distinguishing features of public financing programs is the amount of money awarded
to each participating candidate. Although these figures vary widely among the states, in most cases they merely
supplement private fundraising, which is then capped as a condition of participation. After receiving public
funding, candidates in these states are free to continue private fundraising until the cap is reached. In Minnesota,
for example, candidates receive up to half of their expenditure limit in public funding.12 In New Jersey, gubernatorial candidates receive roughly the same proportion from a two-for-one matching subsidy with a minimum
fundraising requirement.13 Candidates in Hawaii receive a much lower proportion of public funds, about 15
percent. There, candidates for governor, lieutenant governor and mayor can raise and spend in private funds
nearly six times what they receive in public funds.14 Partial public funding has been criticized by many reformers
for its inability to achieve a key goal of public financing: elimination of undue influence of private, moneyed
interests on those who campaign for and hold elected office.
The logical end of partial public funding is full public funding, also known as Clean Elections. Candidates who
qualify to participate in Clean Elections programs receive a public grant amounting to 100 percent of the authorized campaign spending limit for their race. Public funding of presidential general election campaigns is one
example of this type of program. There, major party nominees receive a lump sum in exchange for their agreement not to raise or spend additional funds.15
It was not until the mid-1990s that states began considering the adoption of similar programs. As of 2008, only
eight states had enacted such reform. Of these, five were enacted by ordinary legislative means (Vermont, North
Carolina, New Jersey, Connecticut and New Mexico). North Carolina and New Mexico’s programs are limited to
candidates for judicial office. At the municipal level, Portland, Oregon and Albuquerque, New Mexico both
provide full public financing to campaigns for city offices.16 (See table on page 25.)
Maine, Arizona and Massachusetts’s programs were adopted by popular initiative. Massachusetts’s was repealed
in 2003 after the legislature refused to fund the program. Portions of Vermont’s program were invalidated by the
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U.S. Supreme Court in 2006. New Jersey’s program was conducted as a limited pilot project in 2005 and 2007,
with renewal in 2009 not automatic.

Jurisdictions That Have Enacted Full Public Financing*
Jurisdiction
Arizona
Connecticut
Maine
Massachusetts
New Jersey
New Mexico
North Carolina
Vermont
Albuquerque, N.M.
Portland, Or.

Method of
Enactment

Year of
Enactment

Ballot Initiative

1998

Legislation

2005

Ballot Initiative

1996

Offices Covered
Executive
and Legislature
Executive
and Legislature
Executive
and Legislature
Executive
and Legislature
Limited Legislature
Limited Legislature
Public Regulation
Commission
Judiciary
Judiciary
Executive
City Offices
City Offices

Legislation
Legislation

1998
(repealed in 2003)17
2004
2007

Legislation

2003

Legislation
Legislation
Legislation

2007
2002
199718

Ballot Initiative
Legislation

2005
2005

Ballot Initiative

While the goals of each of these programs are similar—maximizing the use of public funds while minimizing the
use of private money—each state and locality has its own story of how Clean Elections was adopted and, in some
cases, how the program fell apart. Several of these stories are recounted in Chapter Three. Despite being written
at different times and in different locations, the various state Clean Elections laws are similar in many respects,
with minor deviations to suit each state’s political and electoral landscapes. A side-by-side comparison of these
laws is provided in the Appendix. Before moving on to a description of particular states’ programs, this chapter
proceeds with a discussion of the common features of Clean Elections laws, including:
•

Declaration of Intent. The official declaration of a candidate’s intent to participate in the Clean
Elections program and to abide by its rules.

•

Seed Money. The small amount of private funds permitted to be raised for the sole purpose of qualifying for public funding.

*

Adapted from: Public Campaign. “States/Localities with Clean Elections.” Available from,
http://www.publicampaign.org/where. Last accessed: Mar. 17, 2008.
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•

Qualifying Contributions. The large number of nominal contributions solicited from registered voters and needed to demonstrate a candidate’s viability and qualification for public funding.

•

Initial Allocation of Public Funding. The method of calculating public funding and the manner of
its disbursement to candidates.

Declaration Of Intent
In the states where Clean Elections are available to legislative and/or executive candidates, those who intend to
participate must first declare their intention to do so. By requiring an official declaration of intent, states are able
to extract a commitment from Clean Elections hopefuls that they will abide by the terms and conditions of the law
during their time as certified Clean Elections candidates.
MAINE — Clean Elections hopefuls in Maine must file a Declaration of Intent with the Commission on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices, an independent agency responsible for administering the state’s campaign
finance laws. Candidates file their Declaration of Intent during a specified qualification period, which for partyaffiliated candidates ends on April 15 of the election year.19 The declaration is a simple, one-page form signed by
the candidate.20
VERMONT — Participating candidates in Vermont must first file a Campaign Finance Affidavit during the
summer preceding their election. This deadline is several months later than Maine’s and occurs after the period to
collect qualifying contributions has passed. Thus, Vermont’s form requires candidates to list the qualifying
contributions they have collected in addition to certifying their intent to become a Clean Elections candidate and
to abide by the program’s rules.21
ARIZONA — In Arizona, a Statement of Organization must be filed with the Secretary of State before any
campaign activity occurs and during the qualifying period, which begins as early as the August during the year
preceding the election. The statement also serves to establish candidates’ campaign or exploratory committees as
well as to indicate candidates’ intention to participate in the Clean Elections program and their agreement to abide
by the rules.22
MASSACHUSETTS — The unimplemented Clean Elections program in Massachusetts would have required
participating candidates to file a Declaration of Intent with the Office of Campaign and Political Finance. The
law was silent as to the content of the declaration, stating only that it was to be filed during the election cycle and
before the end of the qualifying period.23
NEW JERSEY — In New Jersey’s 2005 Fair and Clean Elections pilot project, General Assembly candidates in
the two participating districts were required to file a Declaration of Intent prior to collecting qualifying contributions. The declaration was nearly identical to Maine’s and was filed with the Election Law Enforcement
Commission, the state agency responsible for administering the state’s campaign finance laws.24 New Jersey’s
legislative districts are each represented by two Assembly members. The 2005 Declaration stipulated that Clean
Elections certification was contingent upon all candidates from the same political party satisfying the eligibility
criteria and filing the Declaration. The Citizens’ Clean Elections Commission, which oversaw the 2005 pilot,
recommended that this provision be amended to allow candidates the option of running separately.25 The legislature, however, chose to ignore the commission’s advice, and maintained this requirement for the state’s 2007 Pilot
Project.
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CONNECTICUT — The Citizens’ Election Program requires candidates seeking to qualify for public funding to
file an affidavit similar to the one required in Vermont. The affidavit certifies the candidate’s intent to participate
in the program and to abide by its rules.26 The form is due to the State Elections Enforcement Commission by the
fortieth day before general elections and twenty-five days before primary or special elections.27

Seed Money
Although not universal among the states with Clean Elections programs, most states permit Clean Elections
hopefuls to raise a small amount of money from private sources before beginning to collect qualifying contributions. Known as seed money, these funds provide candidates with some limited means to finance the operations
necessary to qualify for public funding. Seed money is of particular assistance to non-incumbents and first-time
candidates who lack name recognition and an established network of political support.
MAINE — In Maine, participating candidates are permitted to collect seed money from the time they file the
Declaration of Intent until they are qualified as a Clean Elections candidate. Seed money must come from
individual donors (excluding PACs, political parties and other candidate committees) who reside in the jurisdiction of the office sought. Further, seed money is limited in the aggregate (between $500 and $50,000, depending
on the office sought) and in the individual contribution ($100). The amount of public monies distributed to
qualified candidates is reduced by the amount of seed money that remains, if any, at the time the candidate
becomes eligible for funding.28
ARIZONA — Arizona’s seed money provisions are substantially similar to Maine’s, including similar aggregate
and individual contribution limitations. Any seed money remaining at the time a candidate qualifies for public
funding is paid to the Clean Elections fund.29
NEW JERSEY — Due to the limited nature of New Jersey’s 2005 and 2007 pilot projects, participating candidates
were permitted to use a limited amount of their existing campaign funds as seed money. Use of those funds was
subject to two provisions: (1) that the contributions used were traceable to individual contributions below the
individual seed money limitation ($200 in 2005; $500 in 2007) and (2) that aggregate expenditures did not exceed
a specific threshold ($3,000 in 2005; $10,000 in 2007). Candidates’ prior campaign balances were otherwise
frozen for the duration of their participation in the pilot project.30
VERMONT, MASSACHUSETTS AND CONNECTICUT — Vermont and Massachusetts’s programs do not provide for
seed money. Connecticut’s, however, does permit candidates to spend small amounts of their own money.
Unlike Maine, Arizona and New Jersey’s 2005 pilot, these states allow candidates to retain and spend qualifying
contributions during the qualifying period, in lieu of seed money.31

Qualifying Contributions
Among the most frequent criticisms of public financing is that any person, regardless of their ideology or political
credibility, may qualify for public campaign funding. Clean Elections, it has been argued, may encourage a
barrage of radical campaigns for public office, funded entirely by taxpayers. The spokesman for Not With the
People’s Money, an organization that opposed Arizona’s Clean Elections ballot question in 1998, told The
Associated Press, “I don’t want my money [funding] a member of the Nazi Party . . . . The collection of money in
campaigns is a qualifier. If you’re a nut case, people aren’t going to donate to you.”32 Two years earlier, drafters
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of the first state Clean Elections program in Maine employed precisely this logic to ensure candidates with little
public support would be unable to qualify for taxpayer dollars to finance their campaigns.
Clean Elections hopefuls in all six states are required to collect a substantial number of nominal qualifying
contributions from individuals residing in the jurisdiction of the office sought. This requirement is intended to
prevent fringe candidates from making use of public funds, ensuring that only serious candidates with threshold
public support become eligible for public financing.
MAINE AND ARIZONA — Both Maine and Arizona require candidates to collect contributions of exactly $5 from
a minimum number of voters. The required number varies depending on the office sought, ranging from 50 for
Maine’s House of Representatives to 4,410 for Arizona’s Governor.33 Both states have a prescribed period,
known as the qualifying period, during which these contributions must be collected. The qualifying period
generally occurs between the previous year’s general election and the subsequent primary election. With the
exception of seed money, qualifying contributions are the only private funds a participating candidate is allowed
to collect. In both Maine and Arizona, these funds are deposited directly into the Clean Elections fund and are
not available for candidates’ use.34
VERMONT, MASSACHUSETTS AND CONNECTICUT — Vermont, Massachusetts and Connecticut’s programs have
slightly different qualifying contribution requirements. In those states, the prescribed denomination is defined by
a range, rather than a fixed amount. In Vermont, qualifying contributions may not exceed $50; in Massachusetts
and Connecticut, they must be at least $5 and no more than $100. In addition to requiring a minimum number of
contributions, which varies by the office sought, the total dollar amount collected must exceed a certain threshold,
which also varies by office. These contributions are retained by the candidate and may be used to cover expenses
related to the campaign, including the cost of gathering additional qualifying contributions. In addition to
requiring a minimum number of contributions, which varies by the office sought, the total dollar amount collected
must cross a certain threshold, which also varies by office.35
NEW JERSEY — As New Jersey discovered during its 2005 Pilot Project, setting the required number of qualifying contributions is a delicate balancing process. If the threshold is set too high, credible candidates may be
unable to cross it. If the requirement is set too low, fringe candidates with little popular support may gratuitously
draw taxpayer funds, reducing the amount available to mainstream candidates. Like Maine and Arizona, New
Jersey in 2005 required candidates to collect a minimum number of qualifying contributions. Unlike those in
Maine and Arizona, however, New Jersey candidates were required to collect qualifying contributions in two
denominations: at least 1,000 five-dollar and 500 thirty-dollar contributions.36 While these figures were increased
to reflect New Jersey’s larger voting age population, they were still higher than Maine and Arizona’s, even after
adjusting for this difference. Even after the governor intervened, postponing the deadline by several weeks, only
two of ten candidates were able to qualify for public funding in 2005.37
For the 2007 pilot, the legislature required candidates to collect contributions in only a single denomination ($10).
The legislature also established a lower, scaled threshold, with a minimum of 400 qualifying contributions
required to receive any public funding. Public funding was increased until a maximum of 800 qualifying contributions were collected.38
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Initial Allocation of Public Funding
Upon satisfying all of the foregoing conditions, including the declaration of intent, a minimum number of valid
qualifying contributions, and compliance with other relevant campaign finance regulation, candidates become
eligible to receive an initial allocation of public funding.39 The precise method used to determine these amounts
varies by state. Most Clean Elections programs distinguish between primary and general elections, contested and
uncontested races, major and minor parties, and the particular office sought. Public funding grants are normally
larger for general election campaigns, contested races, major party candidates and races for statewide office.
Conversely, public funding grants are normally smaller for primary election campaigns, uncontested races, minor
party candidates and races for legislative office. Most states also distinguish between races for the upper and
lower legislative houses, with the latter receiving less public funding.
MAINE — For gubernatorial campaigns in Maine, initial funding is fixed by statute at $200,000 for the primary
and $600,000 for the general election. Legislative campaigns are classified as (1) primary or general, (2) uncontested or contested and (3) House or Senate. For all but one permutation, initial public funding is calculated from
the average cost of campaigns sharing the same criteria during the previous two election cycles. For uncontested
legislative general elections, the amount allocated is 40 percent of the figure for contested legislative general
elections. Minor party candidates are eligible to receive only the smaller, uncontested campaign amounts during
the primary election cycle, but are eligible to receive the full allocation during the general election cycle.40
NEW JERSEY — For the only eligible race in 2005, general election to the General Assembly, New Jersey
employed a similar averaging method, reducing its figure by 25 percent and subjecting it to an absolute cap of
$100,000.41 The 2007 pilot abandoned this method in favor of statutory allocations ranging from $50,000 to
$100,000 depending on the number of qualifying contributions collected. Also new in 2007 was a distinction
between contested and uncontested races, with candidates in the latter condition receiving only $25,000.42 Even
though the 2007 pilot involved races for both legislative chambers, the revised program did not distinguish
between the two. During both pilot projects, qualified minor party candidates were eligible to receive only onehalf of the amounts available to major party candidates.43
VERMONT — In Vermont, public funding levels are fixed by statute and are reduced by the amount of the
qualifying contributions collected, which the candidate retains. General election allotments are three times larger
than primary election allotments. Vermont’s Clean Elections program has three distinctive funding provisions.
First, its funding levels are biased against incumbents, who receive only 85 percent of the statutory amount.
Second, minor party candidates are eligible to receive the same amount as major party candidates. Third and
finally, candidates who are uncontested in the general election receive no public funding, but are free to raise
private funds subject to normal private contribution ceilings and Clean Elections aggregate spending limits.44
ARIZONA — Arizona’s public funding levels are also fixed by statute and are adjusted biennially for inflation.
General election funding is 50 percent greater than primary election funding. Candidates running unopposed
receive an amount equal to the dollar value of the qualifying contributions they have collected. Independent
candidates receive 70 percent of the major party allocations. Arizona also provides candidates the option of
reallocating some general election funding to their primary contest in “one-party-dominant” legislative districts
where the gap between major party registration exceeds 10 percent.45
MASSACHUSETTS — While allocations are normally larger during the general election cycle, this was not the
case for the never-implemented Clean Elections program in Massachusetts, where candidates would have re-
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ceived more during the primary election cycle.46 In a state where Democrats commanded five-to-one supermajorities in both legislative chambers when Clean Elections was enacted in 1998, this inverted public funding
schedule recognized that most electoral competition would occur during the primary election cycle.47 Spending
limits and public funding allocations would have varied by office and whether the race was contested, but no
provision was made to distinguish minor party candidates.
CONNECTICUT — Connecticut’s Clean Elections program follows a complicated statutory scheme that adjusts
allocations for all of the factors discussed above, including the type of election (primary or general), the office
sought (House, Senate or Statewide) and partisan affiliation (major or minor party). Connecticut’s program also
distinguishes between uncontested, contested and nominally contested races, where the candidate faces a minor
party candidate who failed to qualify for public funding. Like Arizona, Connecticut also increases primary
election allocations in “party dominant” legislative districts where the gap between major party registration
exceeds 20 percent.48

Additional Public Funding Considerations
MINOR PARTY CANDIDATES — Minor party candidates generally receive less funding in Clean Elections
programs. Vermont is the only unconditional exception to this rule. In Maine, minor party candidates achieve
parity only during the general election cycle.49 Connecticut’s minor party funding runs on a sliding scale, with
minor party candidates achieving parity only if their party’s vote-share in the previous election cycle exceeded 20
percent.50
Several arguments have been advanced to support this disparate treatment. In many cases, minor party candidates
are nominated by direct petition and do not participate in primary election contests. Even in states where minor
parties do participate in primaries, these races are often uncontested and rarely comparable in scale to major party
primary contests. Thus, the cost of nomination for minor party candidates is often lower, a fact that should be
reflected in Clean Elections primary election cycle allocations. Furthermore, unlike the well-established twoparty system, the number of minor parties may vary greatly over time. An influx of minor party candidates could
unexpectedly render Clean Elections funds insolvent. This argument concludes that Clean Elections allocations
to minor party candidates should be reduced in order to guard against this danger.
In response to these concerns, it has been argued that the qualifying contribution requirement is already in place to
prevent the public fund from being tapped by candidates without reasonably broad support. If proliferation of
minor parties presents a real problem, a more democratic solution would be to adjust the qualifying threshold. Or,
states could establish a sliding scale, as Connecticut has done, varying minor party public funding in relation to
past electoral performance. However, as with the number of required qualifying contributions, establishing such a
scale would involve a delicate balancing process. Nevertheless, any of these mechanisms would check against the
possibility of multiple minor party candidates qualifying for public funding in the absence of meaningful public
support.
UNCONTESTED RACES — Candidates in uncontested races usually receive smaller allocations of public funding
for a single, obvious reason: these candidates face no opposition. Connecticut takes the extra step of distinguishing nominal opposition and reduces funding accordingly.51 While Vermont provides no funding for uncontested
candidates in general elections, these candidates remain free to raise funds from private sources, subject to certain
limitations.52 None of the states discussed above completely restrict funding of uncontested races. To do so
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would impede one of the goals of Clean Elections: facilitating candidates’ interaction with voters, which requires
funding irrespective of how many opponents a candidate faces.
INCUMBENCY — Vermont is the only state to distinguish between incumbent and challenger candidates.53 That
Vermont’s Clean Elections program is biased against incumbent candidates is all the more surprising for having
been passed by the legislature and signed into law by the non-term limited governor. The apparent motivations
for this provision were to offset the existing advantages of incumbency and guard against the perception that
Clean Elections in Vermont was being advocated to protect incumbents.54
NON-PARTICIPATING OPPONENTS — Most states’ Clean Elections programs offer participating candidates
additional public funding if they are outspent by non-participating candidates or are specifically targeted by
independent expenditures. These funds are often triggered when the non-participating candidate spends more
than the initial public funding amount and are usually capped at two or three times the amount of initial funding.
The constitutionality of these additional funds has been recently called into question. In June 2008, the Supreme
Court invalidated a law that raised contribution limits on congressional candidates facing self-financed opponents.
The Court declared that these variable limits were an impermissible burden on self-financed candidates’ First
Amendment right to robustly advocate their own election.55 As of this writing, the effect of this ruling on additional Clean Elections funding provisions is unclear.

CLEAN ELECTIONS IN THE STATES
Although state Clean Elections programs share many standard features, each is also tailored to suit the adopting
state’s particular political and electoral landscapes. Common deviations include the number of qualifying
contributions required and the amount of public funding allocated to each candidate, in order to reflect different
state populations. The timing of each program also varies to suit each state’s unique elections calendar. This
chapter continues with a detailed discussion of the six states introduced above, including the electoral and
political complexions as they relate to their Clean Elections programs. The order follows the sequence in which
these states adopted their programs, beginning with Maine (1996) and concluding with Connecticut (2005). A
side-by-side comparison of these programs is provided in the Appendix.

Maine
As of July 2007, Maine’s estimated population was 1,317,207.56 The state’s legislature is bicameral, consisting of
a House of Representatives and a Senate, with separate legislative districts drawn for each. With 151 seats in the
House and thirty-five in the Senate, Maine’s population per district is among the lowest, with House members
representing 8,723 residents and Senators representing 37,634 residents on average.57 Members of both chambers
serve two-year terms and are limited to four consecutive terms of office in each house. Legislative elections are
held during even-numbered years. The executive and other statewide officials serve four-year terms. The
governor is elected during even-numbered, off-presidential election years (i.e., 2010 and 2014) and is not term
limited.58 Maine’s primary elections are held on the second Tuesday in June.59
Maine’s Clean Election Act applies to campaigns for governor and state legislative office and began with the
2000 election cycle, when only legislative offices were on the ballot.60 To qualify for public funding, candidates
must demonstrate threshold public support by collecting a minimum number of $5 qualifying contributions from
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registered voters within the constituency of the office sought: at least 50 for the House, 150 for the Senate and
2,500 for Governor. Qualifying contributions are made payable to the Maine Clean Elections Fund. To facilitate
the process of collecting these contributions, candidates are permitted to raise a limited amount of seed money
from private contributors in denominations of $100 or less. The aggregate limits of these contributions are $500
for House candidates, $1,500 for Senate candidates and $50,000 for gubernatorial candidates.61
Once the requisite number of qualifying contributions has been verified, the candidate is certified as a participating candidate and is prohibited from raising additional funds from private sources. The initial amount of public
funds disbursed to a participating major party candidate for legislative office varies by election cycle (primary or
general) and whether the race is contested. With one exception, the amount disbursed is calculated by averaging
the amount spent on equivalent campaigns during the previous two election cycles. For uncontested legislative
general elections, the amount allocated is exactly 40 percent of the figure for contested legislative general elections. In 2008, these amounts ranged from $512 to $4,362 for House candidates and from $1,927 to $20,082 for
Senate candidates. Minor party legislative candidates receive somewhat less money during the primary election
cycle, reflecting the fact that these candidates are nominated by direct petition, rather than a primary election
contest. During the general election cycle, all legislative candidates are funded equally. For the 2008 House
races, all candidates running in contested elections received $4,362; all Senate participating candidates received
$20,082 in 2006. All gubernatorial candidates receive $200,000 in the primary election cycle and $400,000 in the
general election cycle, regardless of whether the campaign is contested. All participating legislative and gubernatorial candidates are eligible to receive additional funding if they are outspent by non-participating candidates or
are specifically targeted by independent expenditures. These additional funds are capped at two times the amount
of initial allocation.62
Clean Elections in Maine is funded by a variety of sources, including direct appropriations, voluntary income tax
check-offs and fines collected from violators of the Act.63 Administration of the Act was assigned to the preexisting Commission on Governmental Ethics & Election Practices, comprised of five bipartisan commissioners
appointed for three-year terms by the governor with the advice and consent of the Senate.64

Vermont
As of July 2007, Vermont’s estimated population was 621,254, roughly half of Maine’s.65 Vermont’s legislature
is bicameral, consisting of a House of Representatives and a Senate. The 150 members of the House are elected
from 66 single-member districts and 42 two-member districts. The state’s thirty Senators represent thirteen
districts that elect between one and six members each. While population varies somewhat by district, Vermont’s
per district average is among the lowest, with the House members representing a mere 4,142 residents and
Senators representing only 20,708 residents on average.66 Members of both chambers serve two-year terms and
are not term limited. Legislative elections are held during even-numbered years. The governor and lieutenant
governor both serve four-year terms, are elected during even-numbered, off-presidential election years (i.e., 2010
and 2014) and are not term limited. Vermont’s primary elections are held on the second Tuesday in September.67
Vermont’s campaign reform measure of 1997 has several components, one of which is Clean Elections funding of
campaigns for governor and lieutenant governor.68 The Act coupled the availability of public funding with
drastically reduced ceilings on expenditures and individual contributions to candidates, political parties and PACs.
In response to concerns that these limits would disproportionately harm challengers by rewarding established
political networks, the Act reduces public funding allocations to incumbents by 15 percent.69 Notwithstanding
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this move, in 2006 all of the new expenditure and contribution limits were invalidated by the U.S. Supreme Court
for infringing upon political speech protected by the First Amendment.70 Because Clean Elections in Vermont
does not provide for additional public funding when a participating candidate is outspent by a non-participating
candidate, reinstatement of the old expenditure and contribution limits has rendered the program essentially
defunct. A subsequent attempt to enact moderated limits was vetoed by the governor in 2007.71
Nonetheless, to qualify for public financing in 2006, candidates for governor or lieutenant governor could not
spend more than $2,000 or announce their candidacy before February 15. As in Maine, to qualify for public
funding, candidates must demonstrate threshold public support by collecting a minimum number of qualifying
contributions from registered voters within the state: at least 750 for lieutenant governor and 1,500 for governor.
Unlike Maine, this threshold has a second element. Vermont qualifying contributions, which may not exceed $50
individually, together must total at least $17,500 for lieutenant governor and $35,000 for governor. Vermont also
imposes a geographical distribution requirement. No more than 25 percent of a candidate’s qualifying contributors may reside in a single county. Also unlike Maine, there is no provision for seed money in Vermont’s
program. Instead, Vermont candidates may retain and spend qualifying contributions until they receive public
funding.72
Non-incumbent candidates for governor were eligible to receive up to $75,000 during the primary and up to
$225,000 during the general election in 2006; non-incumbent candidates for lieutenant governor were eligible to
receive up to $25,000 and $75,000 during these contests, respectively. Incumbents are eligible for only 85
percent of these amounts. In all cases, the value of qualifying contributions retained by a candidate is deducted
from these figures. Candidates in an uncontested general election are not eligible for public funding, but are
permitted to raise private funds subject to the contested general election spending limit and individual contribution maximums. Minor party candidates are eligible to receive the same amounts as major party candidates.
None of these figures are adjusted for inflation or population changes.73
Clean Elections in Vermont is funded by a variety of sources, including direct appropriations, annual corporate
reporting fees and fines collected from violators of the Act. Individuals may elect to contribute via a tax add-on,
which increases their overall tax burden.74 Administration of the Act is assigned to the Secretary of State.75
Vermont’s Clean Elections program differs substantially from Maine’s in several respects. First, the scope of
eligible offices in Vermont is limited to the two executives and excludes legislative offices. Second, Vermont’s
program does not provide for seed money or private fundraising outside of the nominal qualifying contributions.
Third, no additional funds are available to participating candidates outspent by their non-participating opponents.
Together with the U.S. Supreme Court’s invalidation of the Act’s reduced expenditure and contribution levels,
these features have reduced the appeal of Clean Elections in Vermont, making it a rarely used alternative to
private fundraising in the state.

Arizona
As of July 2007, Arizona’s estimated population was 6,338,755.76 The state’s legislature is bicameral, consisting
of a House of Representatives and a Senate. The thirty legislative districts are multi-member, with two representatives and one senator representing each. With sixty seats in the House, and thirty in the Senate, Arizona’s
population per district is among the highest, with House members representing 105,646 residents and the Senators
representing 211,292 residents on average.77 Members of both chambers serve two-year terms and are limited to
four consecutive terms in office. Legislative elections are held during even-numbered years. The executive and
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other statewide officials serve four-year terms. The governor is elected during even-numbered off-presidential
election years (i.e., 2010 and 2014) and is limited to two consecutive terms in office.78 Arizona’s primaries are
held on the ninth Tuesday before the general election.79
As implemented, the Arizona Citizens’ Clean Election Act applies to campaigns for several statewide offices
including Governor, Secretary of State, Attorney General and State Treasurer, in addition to all state legislative
offices. The Act came into force for the 2000 election, when the entire legislature and one statewide officer stood
for election. Arizona’s program indexes dollar values to inflation and the number of personal income tax returns
filed biennially.80 Furthermore, the number of qualifying contributions may be changed by administrative rule
every four years.81 The figures that follow reflect their most recent adjustment in 2007.
As in both Maine and Vermont, to qualify for public funding, candidates must demonstrate threshold public
support by collecting a minimum number of $5 qualifying contributions from registered voters within the constituency of the office sought: at least 220 for legislative candidates and 4,410 for gubernatorial candidates.82
Though the qualifying contributions are initially made payable to candidates, these funds are paid to the state
Clean Elections Fund during the qualification process. To facilitate the process of collecting these contributions,
candidates are permitted to raise a limited amount of seed money from private contributors in denominations of
$130 or less. The aggregate limits of these contributions are $3,230 for legislative candidates and $46,440 for
gubernatorial candidates. Further, Clean Elections candidates are permitted to self-finance to a small degree:
$610 for legislative candidates and $1,230 for gubernatorial candidates.83
Once their qualifying contributions have been verified, candidates are certified as a participating candidate and are
prohibited from raising additional funds from private sources. The amount of public funds disbursed to a participating major party candidate for legislative office varies by election cycle (primary or general) and whether the
race is contested. The initial amount of public funding available to major party candidates in a contested primary
election is $12,921 for legislative office and $638,222 for governor. Public funding levels for major party
candidates in contested general elections are 50 percent higher: $19,382 for legislative office and $957,333 for
governor. In all uncontested elections, candidates receive only $5 for each qualifying contribution they submit
during the qualification process. Independent candidates are limited to 70 percent of the amounts available to
major party candidates.84 All participating candidates are eligible to receive additional funding if they are
outspent by non-participating candidates or are specifically targeted by independent expenditures. These additional funds are capped at three times the amount of the initial allocation.85
Clean Elections in Arizona is funded by a variety of sources established by the Act itself, including a 10 percent
surcharge on civil and criminal fines and penalties, a voluntary income tax check-off and revenue from fines
imposed for violations of the Clean Elections rules.86 Administration of the Act was assigned to the bipartisan
Citizens’ Clean Election Commission, which was also created by the Act.87 Commissioners were initially to be
nominated by judicial officials, with the governor and ranking members of both major political parties appointing
from among the nominees. However, the state Supreme Court in 2000 ruled this arrangement unconstitutional for
intruding upon the separation of powers and severed the provision from the Act.88 Commissioners are now
appointed directly by state officials.
Passage of the Arizona Citizens’ Clean Election Act also affects non-participating candidates by imposing
increased reporting requirements and a 20 percent reduction of private contribution limits.89
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Arizona’s Clean Elections program differs substantially from Maine and Vermont’s. First, public funding in
Arizona is available to all legislative and a number of statewide candidates. Second, at three times the initial
allocation, the cap on supplemental funding for participating candidates is substantially higher than in Maine and
Vermont’s programs. Third, Arizona’s Clean Elections Act successfully tightened contribution and disclosure
requirements for non-participating candidates, sidestepping a U.S. Supreme Court confrontation. Finally, public
funding levels in Arizona are also subject to inflationary adjustments. Because the state’s constitution makes it
difficult for the Arizona legislature to amend programs adopted by popular initiative, this adjustment mechanism
automatically prevents these figures from losing real value. Each of these features has encouraged participation in
Arizona’s program.

Massachusetts
As of July 2007, Massachusetts’s estimated population was 6,449,755, roughly equivalent to Arizona’s.90
Massachusetts’s legislature is bicameral, consisting of a House of Representatives and a Senate, with separate
legislative districts drawn for each.91 With 160 seats in the House and 40 in the Senate, Massachusetts’s population per district ranks near the median, with House members representing 40,311 residents and Senators
representing 161,244 residents on average.92 Members of both chambers serve two-year terms and are not term
limited.93 Legislative elections are held during even-numbered years. The executive and other commonwealthwide officials serve four-year terms. The governor is elected during even-numbered off-presidential election
years (i.e., 2010 and 2014) and is not term limited. Massachusetts’s primaries are held on the seventh Tuesday
before the general election.94
Clean Elections in Massachusetts was never fully implemented because the legislature declined to appropriate
funding to the program and the enabling Act was repealed in 2003.95 As enacted, the law was to take effect
during the 2002 election cycle and would have applied to all legislative offices and several commonwealth-wide
offices, including the governor and lieutenant governor. Public grants were to cover up to 85 percent of the
amount candidates were permitted to spend and would have been permitted to raise the remaining 15 to 25
percent from private contributions of no more than $100 each.96
As in Maine, Vermont and Arizona, those seeking public funding in Massachusetts first needed to demonstrate
threshold public support by collecting a minimum number of qualifying contributions from registered voters
within the constituency of the office sought. The number of required qualifying contributions ranged between
200 for representatives and 6,000 for governor and could be no less than $5 and no more than $100.97
Upon qualification, participating candidates were to receive public grants; the amount of the grants varied by the
election cycle (primary or general), the office sought and whether the race was contested. Massachusetts did not
distinguish major and minor party candidates. In the primary election, grants ranged between $8,100 for representatives and $1.6 million for governor. In the general election, grants ranged between $4,850 for representative
and $1.1 million for governor.98 Participating candidates would have become eligible for additional funding if
they were outspent by non-participating candidates. These additional funds were to have been capped at two
times the amount of the initial allocation. The law was silent on participating candidates as the target of negative
third-party expenditures.99 All figures were to have been adjusted for inflation biennially.100 Administration of
the Act was assigned to the preexisting Office of Campaign and Political Finance, an independent agency responsible for administering Massachusetts’s campaign finance law.101
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Massachusetts’s Clean Elections law differs from Maine, Vermont and Arizona’s in several important respects.
First is the absence of full public financing. Massachusetts’s program would have allowed participants to cover
between 15 and 25 percent of their aggregate spending limits with private funds raised in small denominations.
Second, Massachusetts’s program provided more public funding during the primary election cycle than the
general election cycle. With the exception of the executive office, partisan control of the commonwealth government has been consistently lopsided. During the 1997-98 legislative session, when the Clean Elections law was
adopted, Democrats held 160 of the 200 seats in the legislature, including veto-proof majorities in both chambers.102 With this in mind, drafters of Massachusetts’s Clean Elections law understood that most electoral
competition would occur during the primary cycle and thus inverted the public grant schedule to provide additional funding for these nominating contests. Perhaps the most critical distinction is between the mode of
enactment followed in Massachusetts, compared to that in Maine and Arizona. While all three states’ programs
were adopted by popular initiative, under the Massachusetts constitution, initiatives may not make specific
appropriations.103 Thus, while the voters were able to approve Clean Elections on their own, legislative action
was still required to fund the program’s implementation. The legislature was unwilling to do this, resulting in the
ultimate failure and eventual repeal of Clean Elections in Massachusetts (discussed further in Chapter Three).

New Jersey
As of July 2007, New Jersey’s estimated population was 8,685,920, highest of the states discussed herein.104
Unlike most other states, New Jersey holds its legislative and gubernatorial elections during odd-numbered years.
The state’s legislature is bicameral, consisting of a General Assembly and a Senate. The forty legislative districts
are multi-member, with two Assembly members and one Senator from each. With eighty seats in the Assembly
and forty in the Senate, New Jersey’s population per district is among the highest and almost identical to Arizona’s, with Assembly members representing 108,574 residents and Senators representing 217,148 residents on
average.105 Members of the Assembly serve two-year terms; Senators are elected every four years, with a shorter,
two-year term expiring after the decennial reapportionment (i.e., in years ending with 3).106 Legislators are not
term limited. Until 2010, when the state’s first lieutenant governor takes office, the governor remains the only
statewide elected official. The governor is elected during odd-numbered, off-presidential election years (i.e.,
2009 and 2013) and is limited to two consecutive four-year terms.107 New Jersey’s primaries are held on the first
Tuesday following the first Monday in June.108
New Jersey’s Fair and Clean Elections Pilot Project of 2005 was intended as a limited trial of Clean Elections in
the state. Much of the enabling legislation bears resemblance to the language adopted by popular initiative in
Maine and Arizona. Part (f) of the Act’s findings section confirms this relationship. Given the unusual history
and tortuous path of Clean Elections in New Jersey, it is interesting to note the stylistic tone of these findings,
which suggests the program was intended more to restore a misguided public’s faith in their state government
than to reform the government itself. This section reads as follows:
2. The Legislature finds and declares that:
a. It is the opinion of many residents of this State that the current system of privately-financed campaigns for office of member of the Legislature allows individuals and committees who contribute
large amounts of money to have an undue influence on the political process.
b. There is also the belief among many residents that under the current system, the free-speech
rights of those candidates and voters who are not wealthy are diminished because the political
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process is influenced by individuals and committees who can afford to spend large amounts of
money on political communications.
c. The result of these beliefs is an erosion in public confidence in the democratic process and democratic institutions, leaving much of the electorate questioning whether their elected officials
are accountable mostly to the major contributors who finance their campaigns.
d. It is possible that a voluntary clean money campaign finance system for legislative candidates
would strengthen democracy in New Jersey by removing access to wealth as a major determinant
of a citizen’s influence within the political process.
e. Establishment of a clean elections pilot project would provide selected candidates for the offices
of member of the General Assembly with equal resources with which to communicate with voters, reverse the escalating cost of elections and free those candidates from the chore of raising
money, thus allowing them more time to conduct their official duties and communicate with their
constituents.
f.

This pilot project, based on the laws currently in effect in Maine and Arizona, would be a significant step towards strengthening public confidence in this State’s democratic processes and
institutions.109

The 2005 Pilot Project applied only to candidates in two of the state’s forty legislative districts, prompting the
non-partisan reform institute Public Campaign to characterize it as “a toe in the water.”110 Because there were no
Senate elections in 2005, only candidates for General Assembly were eligible to participate. The enabling
legislation called for the selection of two “competitive and moderately competitive districts that would lend
themselves as meaningful ‘test districts.’”111 The chairs of the major political party organizations each chose one
district from among three specified by the legislation.112 While precise selection criteria for these districts were
not detailed by the legislation, each was then represented by a single-party Assembly delegation, casting doubt as
to whether any were truly “competitive” or “moderately competitive.”113
As demonstrated by Massachusetts’s Clean Elections experience, the absence of partisan competition is not
required for a successful public financing program. There, with veto-proof Democratic majorities in both legislative chambers, Massachusetts’s program provided greater public funding during the primary election cycle, when
most of the electoral competition was bound to occur. New Jersey’s 2005 Pilot Project, however, applied only to
the general election cycle. Given the single-party dominance of the districts chosen for participation, New
Jersey’s Clean Elections was unlikely to have much effect on the final outcome of the 2005 election, since the
most important contests would take place during the primary election cycle. Instead, the pilot project simply
provided public funding to candidates previously chosen by their party and practically predestined for victory in
the general election. Thus, an important goal of Clean Elections, increasing the number and diversity of candidates, was not tested by the 2005 Pilot Project. The pilot also did not permit any conclusions regarding intra-party
competition or the overall amount of private money in campaigns for public office in New Jersey. Each of these
variables was fixed by the enabling legislation.
New Jersey’s 2005 Pilot Project exhibited several features similar to Clean Elections programs in other states. As
in each of the four states discussed above, to qualify for public funding in New Jersey, candidates needed to
demonstrate threshold public support by collecting a minimum number of qualifying contributions from registered
voters within their legislative district. This requirement differed from the states discussed above in two important
respects. First, qualifying contributions were required in two denominations: $5 and $30. Second, the number of
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qualifying contributions required, 1,000 and 500 respectively, was higher than any other state’s requirement for
legislative candidates.114 To facilitate the process of collecting these contributions, candidates were permitted to
raise a limited amount of seed money from private contributors in denominations of $200 or less, with an aggregate limit of $3,000.115
Once the required number of qualifying contributions was verified, the candidate was certified as a participating
candidate and prohibited from raising additional funds from private sources. In 2005, initial disbursements were
equal to 75 percent of the average expenditures for General Assembly races in the same district during the
previous two election cycles, in 2001 and 2003.116 In the two participating districts, candidates received either
$65,100 or $59,175.117 Initial disbursements to minor party candidates were 50 percent of the amount given to the
major party candidates.118
Candidates who faced non-participating opponents became eligible to receive the public funding that opponent
would have received had he or she participated, potentially doubling the funding available to participants.119
Participating candidates also became eligible for up to $50,000 in supplemental funding if they were outspent by
non-participating candidates. An additional $50,000 in supplemental funding was available if participating
candidates were targeted by independent expenditures. Thus, a Clean Elections candidate in 2005 was theoretically eligible to receive up to $230,200.
The 2005 Pilot Project was funded primarily by direct appropriation, in addition to qualifying contributions
collected by candidates and fines for violations of the Act.120 Administration of the Act was assigned to the
preexisting Election Law Enforcement Commission (“ELEC”) and a newly created Citizens’ Clean Elections
Commission. ELEC was responsible for administering and enforcing provisions of the Act, receiving paperwork
and verifying qualifying contributions.121 The Citizens’ Clean Election Commission was responsible for reviewing the Pilot Project and recommending to the legislature whether it should be renewed and extended in 2007.122
In May 2006, the commission issued its final report. The report called for an expanded pilot program the following year.123 The legislature and governor responded the following March, enacting the 2007 New Jersey Fair and
Clean Elections Pilot Project Act.124 The renewed pilot followed several of the commission’s recommendations,
including elimination of the two-tiered qualifying contribution requirement, inclusion of Senate races, and
augmentation of the public funding allocations. However, it also departed from the commission’s recommendations in two important respects. First, the renewed pilot was expanded to cover only three legislative districts,
rather than the recommended six. Second, the primary election cycle was not included in the 2007 Pilot Project,
despite the commission’s strong recommendation that it be included.125
Specifics of the 2005 and 2007 Pilot Projects are detailed in Chapter Four.

Connecticut
As of July 2007, Connecticut’s estimated population was 3,502,309, roughly half of Arizona and Massachusetts’s
and double that of Maine.126 Connecticut’s legislature is bicameral, consisting of a House of Representatives and
a Senate, with separate legislative districts drawn for each. With 151 seats in the House and 36 in the Senate,
Connecticut’s population per district ranks near the median, with House members representing 23,194 residents
and Senators representing 97,286 residents on average.127 Members of both chambers serve two-year terms and
are not term limited. Legislative elections are held during even-numbered years. The governor and lieutenant
governor both serve four-year terms, are elected in even-numbered, off-presidential election years (i.e., 2010 and
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2014) and are not term limited. Connecticut’s primaries for state office are held on the second Tuesday in
August.128
Connecticut’s Comprehensive Campaign Reform Act of 2005 contained several components.129 In addition to
providing Clean Elections funding for legislative and statewide office, the Act also:
•

Banned lobbyists and state contractors from contributing to or soliciting contributions for most political campaign committees.

•

Ended the routine practice of lobbyists and corporations circumventing contribution limits by purchasing advertising space in campaign fundraising programs.

•

Limited the amounts many state employees could lawfully contribute to candidates seeking to become
their superiors in the office in which they work.

•

Made a number of adjustments to PAC regulations and other contribution limits.

Similar to each of the states already discussed, to qualify for public funding in Connecticut, candidates must
demonstrate threshold public support by collecting qualifying contributions from registered voters. Specific
requirements vary by statewide and legislative office. For governor and lieutenant governor, the relevant threshold is not the number of contributions, but their aggregate dollar amount. For example, gubernatorial candidates
must collect at least $250,000, only 90 percent of which need be raised from state residents. However, because
qualifying contributions can be no greater than $100, gubernatorial candidates will need to raise at least 2,500
qualifying contributions to reach the required aggregate threshold. Legislative candidates must collect a minimum dollar amount and a minimum number of contributions from residents of their legislative district. House
candidates must collect 150 qualifying contributions totaling at least $5,000; Senate candidates must collect 300
qualifying contributions totaling at least $15,000.130
As in Vermont, qualifying contributions in Connecticut also function as seed money, are paid directly to the
candidate, and count against aggregate spending limits. Once a candidate qualifies to participate and agrees to
these limitations, initial public grants vary by election cycle (primary or general), office sought and whether the
race is contested. Primary cycle allocations range between $10,000 for House candidates and $1.25 million for
gubernatorial candidates. General election allocations are slightly more than double that amount. All figures are
adjusted biennially for inflation.131
Similar to Arizona’s “one-party-dominant” optional reallocation of funds, Connecticut candidates in “party
dominant” districts, where the gap between major party enrollment exceeds 20 percent, are eligible to receive
additional funding during the primary election cycle.132 This feature recognizes the likelihood that in these
districts, more competition is likely during the primary, rather than the general election cycle.
During the general election cycle, Connecticut’s program is unique for its three-fold distinction between contested, uncontested and nominally contested races. Contested races are funded at the full amount; uncontested
races are funded at 30 percent; nominally contested races, where the candidate faces opposition by a minor party
candidate who failed to qualify for public funding, are funded at 60 percent.133
Minor party candidates are not eligible for public grants during the primary election cycle. Funding during the
general election cycle is scaled to the party’s performance during the previous election. To receive any public
funding, the party must have received at least 10 percent of the vote-share during the previous election. At that
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level, minor party candidates receive one-third of the amount available to major party candidates. At 15 percent,
the ratio would double to two-thirds. Finally, at 20 percent of the vote, the minor party candidate would achieve
parity.134 With this sliding scale, the legislature sought to prevent fringe candidates with little public support from
using Clean Elections money to fund their campaigns. However, in conjunction with the qualifying contribution
threshold, this tiered approach sets an unusually high bar for minor parties in a two-party dominant political
system. While this particular issue was discussed when the state’s legislature revised the program in 2006, no
changes were made.135
Connecticut’s program is funded by a fixed amount of the proceeds generated by the sale of unclaimed property,
with the law providing for diversion of corporate business tax revenues in the event of a shortfall.136 The preexisting State Elections Enforcement Commission (“SEEC”) was tasked with enforcing the Act’s provisions,
collecting the necessary paperwork and verifying qualifying contributions. The SEEC was also granted investigative powers and authority to assess civil penalties for noncompliance.
While Connecticut’s Clean Elections program contains a framework similar to other states’ public financing
programs, it diverges in several respects. The most obvious is the complex formula used to calculate public
grants. The intention is clear: to account for as many nuances in public campaigns as possible. It remains to be
seen, however, whether such intricacy will help or hinder the program’s ability to attract enough participants to
test the premise that Clean Elections in Connecticut can attenuate the influence of private money in public
campaigns. Given the tall barriers to entry, the program is likely to see few, if any, minor party candidates qualify
for public funding. Another interesting feature of Connecticut’s program is the reach of its enabling statute.
Rather than simply graft public financing to existing campaign finance regulation, Connecticut took a more
comprehensive approach, coupling public funding with prohibitions on contributions from state contractors and
lobbyists, lower PAC contribution limits and limits on political party contributions to candidates. Several of the
other Clean Elections state have been more circumspect, taking a more piecemeal approach to campaign finance
reform. Most of these states also continue to see increases in private spending on elections, often in the form of
independent expenditures, leading some critics to question the efficacy of Clean Elections in those states.
Nevertheless, it is still too early to gauge the effect of Connecticut’s far-reaching reform.
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“

If there is any safe axiom in American politics, it is that our
legislators get the funds with which they run from the very people
who have the greatest stake in the legislation they will pass.*

”
INTRODUCTION
The first modern attempt to establish Clean Elections—full public financing of political campaigns for public
office—originated during the 1990s in the state of Maine. This effort culminated in a 1996 ballot question
approved by the voters by a twelve-point margin.1 The campaign to adopt this ballot question and establish the
Clean Elections program began years earlier. A number of advocacy groups, led by Maine’s Money and Politics
Implementation Project, spent months deliberating and refining the details of a completely new system of elections in their state. The ultimate goal of this collaboration was to reduce the influence of private money in
Maine’s political system. Advocates reasoned that the most direct means of achieving this goal was to offer
candidates for public office an alternative to raising the private funds necessary to mount competitive campaigns.
The chosen alternative was a system of public grants to candidates who satisfied predetermined criteria and
agreed to abide by comprehensive restrictions on soliciting, raising and spending private dollars. These grants
would be drawn from a public source, constituting a new form of government spending.
In developing Maine’s program, reformers focused their efforts around a series of assumptions regarding the
effect of private fundraising in campaigns for public office:
•

The burden of private fundraising is a significant deterrent to running for public office. Reducing this
burden would increase the number of candidates running for office, particularly those who are traditionally underrepresented in government, including women, minorities and those of modest means.
Increasing the number of candidates would create greater voter choice and higher voter turnout on
Election Day.

•

Significant time is required to raise enough private funds to mount a credible and competitive campaign, time that could be spent discussing issues and meeting constituents. Devoting more attention
to issues and constituents would create a more engaged and better informed electorate.

•

The combined effect of these changes would create competitive, issue-oriented campaigns, responsive
government, and would strengthen the democratic process.

In order to comply with the U.S. Supreme Court’s 1976 ruling in Buckley v. Valeo,2 which equated money with
protected political speech and declared mandatory spending limits unconstitutional, participation in a public
financing program needed to be made voluntary. Candidates who declined to participate would still be permitted
*

David S. Broder. “Epilogue: Assessing Campaign Reform: Lessons for the Future.” In Herbert E. Alexander, ed.
Campaign Money: Reform and Reality in the States. New York: The Free Press, 1976, 313.
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to fundraise by traditional means, with no limit on the amount they could spend during their campaigns for office.
Buckley’s constitutional restriction would pose a challenge for Maine reformers. To be successful, public financing needed to attract participants who would freely abandon a potentially unlimited reserve of private funds and
accept a limited quantity of carefully regulated public funding.
The framers of Clean Elections believed candidates would find several advantages in doing so. Perhaps most
attractive would be the reduced fundraising demands on those who received public money. By limiting the time
dedicated to these activities, candidates could dedicate more time to other activities, such as engaging voters
personally and discussing the issues. Moreover, public funding would enable aspiring public servants of modest
means and those who lack established networks of political support to mount credible and competitive campaigns.
The Clean Elections framers also believed that candidates who could rely entirely on public funding would have
the political freedom to craft campaign messages without undue or unwelcome influence from private interests.
Public officials who ran such campaigns would then be free to govern without fear of alienating the interests
whose support they would need to win reelection.
In Clean Elections, advocates believed they had found a winning concept: a new system of campaign financing
that would neutralize the corrosive effect of private money in campaigns for public office and still pass constitutional muster.
Evaluating Clean Elections is no easy task. Campaigns are often messy affairs that defy observation and confound systematic study. Interstate comparison is further complicated by differing rules, regulations and
definitions for such critical terms as contribution and committee. The criteria advanced as relevant by Clean
Elections advocates only make matters more difficult. Claims of strengthened democracy and responsive government cannot be proved. Variables that are susceptible to measurement, such a voter turnout and aggregate
spending, may be influenced by innumerable, unobservable forces.
These difficulties counsel caution when evaluating any campaign finance reform, particularly those that lack a
long operational history, such as Clean Elections. With this caveat in mind, it is safe to say Clean Elections in
Maine has not failed. Even after operating through several election cycles, however, its success on several
measures remains an actively debated question. Scholars and partisans alike have cited the program’s high
participation rate, an increasing number of candidates on the ballot and stabilized campaign expenditures to rebut
these challenges.
Notwithstanding this ongoing debate, the apparent success of Maine’s program has inspired the adoption of
similar measures by several other states across the country. In 1997, Vermont became the second state to enact
Clean Elections and the first to do so by legislative action. However, the enabling legislation was quickly
challenged in court and its revised contribution and expenditure limits, designed to encourage participation in the
program, were invalidated by the U.S. Supreme Court in 2006, rendering Clean Elections in Vermont essentially
defunct.3 Both Arizona and Massachusetts established Clean Elections in 1998. As in Maine, these states
adopted their programs by popular initiative, rather than through the legislative process. While Arizona’s program has survived several legal challenges, Massachusetts’s program was never adequately funded and was
repealed by the legislature before it could be fully implemented. In 2005, New Jersey attempted a limited trial of
Clean Elections that was widely considered a disappointment after most eligible candidates were unable to qualify
for participation in the program. The state reenacted a revised and expanded version of the same program in
2007, with somewhat greater success. Finally, in 2005, Connecticut established full public financing for campaigns beginning with the 2008 election cycle.
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The various Clean Elections laws noted above and detailed in Chapter Two are similar in many respects, with
minor deviations to suit each state’s political and electoral landscape. This similarity is unsurprising because, in
most cases, these programs drew inspiration from a common source: Maine’s original Clean Election Act. Since
the noble experiment with Clean Elections began in 1996, several government reform organizations have developed model legislation to assist legislative bodies and citizens’ groups with adopting Clean Elections in their
states and municipalities.4 While Vermont, Arizona, Massachusetts, New Jersey and Connecticut have each
implemented unique public financing programs, they share a common philosophy and framework, as well as the
specific components described in Chapter Two. Differences often arise when, to paraphrase the old adage, as
Maine goes, the nation goes no longer.5 No two electoral systems are the same and Maine has many peculiar
characteristics that may cause a specific policy to succeed there but nowhere else. Nonetheless, owing to Maine’s
positive experience, most subsequent Clean Elections programs represent variations of the original.

STORIES OF REFORM IN THE STATES
Each of the states that have adopted Clean Elections has its own story of how it did so. In several cases, the
agents of change were reform-minded citizens, who through popular initiatives were able to transform the nature
of campaign financing without legislative action. In others, lawmakers took the initiative and enacted Clean
Elections through the usual legislative process. This chapter continues with the stories behind Clean Elections in
each of the six states discussed above. The order follows the sequence in which these states adopted their programs, beginning with Maine (1996) and concluding with Connecticut (2005).

Maine
When Maine voters went to the polling booth in November 1996, they faced eight popular initiatives on a variety
of matters including bond issues, congressional term limits, and sustainable forestry. Question Three asked, “[d]o
you want Maine to adopt new campaign finance laws and give public funding to candidates for state office who
agree to spending limits?”6 By a twelve-point margin, including majorities in fifteen of the state’s 16 counties,
Mainers said “yes,” thereby approving the nation’s first voluntary system of full public financing for political
campaigns.7
Approval of Question Three was the final step in a long road toward election reform that began with several
political developments during the late 1980s and early 1990s. Among the galvanizing issues were a proliferation
of wealthy and self-financed candidates, a divisive government shutdown8 and a ballot-stuffing scandal involving
Maine’s Speaker of the House of Representatives.9 As veteran campaign finance reformer David Donnelly later
recalled, “Mainers were persuaded to support campaign finance reform by studies showing an explosion in the
cost to run for governor . . . and in targeted special interest giving to influence policy decisions.”10 To illustrate
his second point, Donnelly cited a number of legislative actions perceived to have thwarted the popular will at the
behest of special interests. Among these was the Tired Truckers bill, which increased penalties for accidental
death or injury caused by truckers’ violation of safety regulations.11 The bill enjoyed strong and well-documented
public support, but was perceived to have been “watered down” by legislators, many of who had received substantial contributions from the trucking industry.12
Despite growing public support, the path toward change in Maine was anything but clear-cut. Between 1986 and
1996, the state legislature considered forty proposals aimed at reforming the state’s government. Most failed.
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The lone survivor established voluntary spending limits for legislative races that were roughly double the cost of
similar races during previous election cycles.13 These events led editors of the Bangor Daily News to observe,
dryly “[t]he Maine Legislature has not welcomed campaign-finance reform.”14 After failing to gain traction with
lawmakers, reform-minded citizens and advocacy groups believed they had no choice but to circumvent their
elected officials. Fortunately for Clean Elections advocates, Maine is one of twenty-seven states with a constitutions that provides for some form of direct democracy: initiative, referendum and recall.15 Specifically, Maine’s
constitution empowers its citizens with the referendum and indirect initiative.16 Using the referendum power,
citizens may vote to annul any act of the legislature. Using the indirect initiative power, citizens may propose to
the legislature specific measures for their consideration, excluding constitutional amendments. If the legislature
declines to approve the measure, or does so with amendment, the original text is then submitted to voters for their
consideration. In the latter case, the legislature may also submit their amended proposal to voters as a competing
measure.17 In Maine, an initiative petition must receive signatures in excess of 10 percent of the number of votes
cast for governor during the most recent gubernatorial election.
Maine Voters for Clean Elections, an organization established to bring the issue of campaign finance reform
directly to the voters, was formed in 1995 as an alliance of public interest groups including Common Cause, the
League of Women Voters, AARP and the Maine AFL-CIO. United by a common cause, these groups spent two
years crafting a new system of campaign financing in Maine. Once complete, the language was cast as a popular
initiative for legislative consideration. In a remarkable feat of coordination and brute force campaigning, volunteers canvassed the state on Election Day 1995 and within fourteen hours had gathered 62,320 signatures, 11,000
more than were necessary to forward the initiative to the legislature.18
Many Maine lawmakers were not pleased with the apparent usurpation of their legislative authority. In March
1996, a legislative committee reported a bill to the House floor that was identical to the citizen-led initiative. In
reporting the measure, the committee reasoned “the Legislature would have more control over the legislation, and
could more easily amend it, if lawmakers passed the measure on their own.”19 In light of the legislature’s recent
record on campaign finance reform, initiative supporters were skeptical of the committee’s warm embrace,
suspicious it might be “a way of voting for reform while keeping open the possibility of drastically changing [the
program] in the future.”20 In a move that baffled observers, the committee reversed course during an unpublicized
work session the following week.21 Although Maine’s Senate continued to press for the measure’s immediate
adoption through the legislative process,22 the two houses failed to reach an agreement, killing the legislation.23
One more obstacle still lay between the Clean Elections initiative and the voters. Under the state constitution,
Justices of Maine’s Supreme Judicial Court are obligated “to give their opinion upon important questions of
law . . . upon solemn occasions, when required by the Governor, Senate or House of Representatives.”24 Invoking
this seldom used provision, the House transmitted to the Court a list of “important questions of law” regarding the
initiative.25 This move was perceived by reformers to be “another pointless exercise by a Legislature unwilling to
slap controls on campaign spending.”26 Ultimately, the Court opined that “the failure of both chambers to agree
to the passage of the [Clean Elections] bill . . . [means] a solemn occasion no longer exists.”27 The Court judiciously declined to give its opinion on the questions propounded by the House.
With the proposal finally cleared for the ballot, public sentiment appeared divided. The Bangor Daily News came
out against Question Three, warning “the Maine Clean Elections Act leaves too many unanswered questions —
particularly over its cost to taxpayers — to be supported.”28 The Portland Press Herald was more supportive:
“[a] ‘yes’ vote for Question 3 will initiate important campaign finance reform in this state.”29 With so much time
and effort already invested in shepherding Clean Elections through Maine’s initiative process and in warding off
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legislative interference, reformers were motivated to succeed. In a retrospective of the effort, Donnelly described
the strategy for winning public support:
The campaign waged by Maine Voters For Clean Elections was a result of years of research, coalition
building, and grassroots organizing . . . . Building a reputation for fair and nonpartisan research, the
Maine reformers reached out to all parts of the political spectrum to build the basic coalition necessary to
move the issue forward. Coalition partners . . . met for two and a half years to draft a solution that would
withstand constitutional challenge, effectively address the problem, and be politically viable. The idea
was to be principled and to win.30
And win they did. Question Three was approved by a twelve-point margin on Election Day 1996 and, despite
several legal challenges, the law remains fundamentally intact as of this writing.

Vermont
Vermont is among the twenty-three states that do not empower its citizens with direct democratic means. While
Clean Elections in Maine was adopted despite legislative inaction, a similar measure in Vermont could be adopted
only by legislative action. Vermont’s story began in January 1997 when then-Governor Howard Dean stood
before a joint legislative session to deliver his third inaugural address. “In order to serve in this building, [e]ach
one of us must raise money to run a political campaign [and] it is important that we remove any perception of
impropriety in the way money is raised and spent in political campaigns.” Governor Dean proceeded to make a
surprisingly candid admission: “money does buy access and we’re kidding ourselves and Vermonters if we deny
it.”31 On the same day, the state House of Representatives introduced comprehensive campaign finance legislation designed to “reinvigorate the political process.”32 In addition to establishing Clean Elections for
gubernatorial candidates, the measure made other changes to the existing law, including significant reductions to
individual contribution and expenditure limits.
Since the legislature was the primary actor in advancing this reform, the public record is rich with detail of the
policy debate. In the course of only five months, the state legislature held more than sixty hearings, receiving
detailed testimony from 145 individuals.33 In contrast to Maine reformers, legislators in Vermont did not point to
corruption as the primary motivation for reform. Findings of the five legislative committees that considered the
reform package illuminate a different set of concerns. Leading the list was the rapidly rising costs of running for
state office that, in the words of one state Senator, “precludes normal people . . . from getting into the running for
[office].”34 Controls on spending were justified by another state Senator who argued that publicly financed
campaigns would “increase participation between voters and candidates [and] increase[] time for real debate.”35
Passage through the legislature was uneventful and in June 1997, Governor Dean signed the comprehensive act
into law. During the legislation’s journey through state government, opposition was generally mild and concerned with details rather than broad policy objectives. Among the details, however, one in particular loomed
large: Buckley v. Valeo. There, the Court addressed the constitutionality of campaign contribution and expenditure limits, finding both interfered with forms of protected political speech. “The First Amendment denies
government the power to determine that spending to promote one’s political views is wasteful, excessive, or
unwise.”36 Nonetheless, the Court also acknowledged a “basic governmental interest in safeguarding the integrity
of the electoral process” and concluded that under certain circumstances, the ability of campaign finance limits to
advance this interest would justify their encroachment upon protected speech.37 The Buckley Court invalidated
the expenditure limits at issue, finding their impact unjustifiably “direct and substantial.”38 On the other hand, the
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Court upheld the contribution limits as effective means “to limit the actuality and appearance of corruption
resulting from large individual financial contributions.”39 With Buckley, the Court signaled that subsequent
campaign finance limits would be subject to “exacting scrutiny” and a similar ad hoc balancing of competing
interests.
Vermont’s law would test Buckley’s thirty year-old equation of campaign contributions with protected speech. In
addition to providing for publicly financed elections, Vermont’s Act reduced existing individual contribution
limits by 80 percent and imposed strict new limits on aggregate spending. Both limits were challenged in court
within months of taking effect. Governor Dean expressed confidence that “[t]his is one of the areas where the
Supreme Court is out of step with what the average person on the street wants.”40 Relying heavily on Buckley, a
federal trial court in Vermont ruled the contribution and expenditure limits were unconstitutional in August
2000.41 An appeals court reversed the decision in August 2002. Noting that Buckley permitted limits under
certain circumstances, the court remanded the case for trial on whether those circumstances were met, including
whether the provisions were narrowly tailored to advance an important government interest and whether any less
restrictive alternatives were available.42 Before this analysis could occur, the U.S. Supreme Court accepted the
case for review and, in June 2006, invalidated both the contribution and expenditure limits for infringing upon
protected political speech.43
Because of this decision, the old expenditure and contribution limits remained in force, along with the new public
financing provisions. Because Clean Elections in Vermont, unlike most other states, does not provide for additional funding when participating candidates are outspent by non-participating candidates, reinstatement of the
higher limits has rendered the program unattractive to most candidates, who fear a competitive fundraising
disadvantage. A subsequent attempt to enact moderated limits was vetoed by Governor Dean’s successor in 2007
and today the program is essentially defunct.44

Arizona
While reformers in Arizona began to consider Clean Elections as early as 1995, their movement did not gain
significant traction until September 1997, when Governor J. Fife Symington III involuntarily resigned from office
upon conviction for bank and wire fraud.45 That year, an alliance of public interest groups including Arizona
Clean Action, the League of Women Voters and United We Stand established Arizonans for Clean Elections
(“ACE”) to create a new system of campaign finance in their state. Just as Maine reformers had decided two
years earlier, the Arizona coalition determined their best chances for success lay not in legislative action but
through the initiative process. Unlike Maine, however, Arizonans are empowered by the direct initiative,
whereby citizens can place specific measures directly on the ballot without prior legislative consideration. The
threshold of required signatures in Arizona is 10 percent of all qualified voters.46
In February 1998, ACE began collecting the signatures necessary to qualify their initiative for the ballot.47 ACE
simultaneously conducted an elaborate educational and political campaign intended to build support for their new
vision of public financing. As in Maine, support was sharply divided on a measure that “[p]roponents and foes
alike agree . . . could cause a tectonic shift in Arizona’s political landscape.”48 The Arizona Trial Lawyers
Association warned of “real long-term implications that people just haven’t looked at.” One Democratic state
senator, referring to the panoply of interest groups opposing the measure, opined “maybe we’re on the right
track.”
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Meanwhile, opponents looked to the courts to derail the initiative process. Their argument was highly technical.
The state’s constitution requires that “[e]ach sheet containing petitioners’ signatures shall be attached to a full and
correct copy of the title and text of the measure” (emphasis added).49 The initiative’s text was included, but the
title was printed not on the first line, where titles usually appear, but on the third line following an enactment
clause. Clean Elections opponents seized upon the hairsplitting opportunity. Plaintiffs argued the title’s placement violated the constitution and disqualified the initiative. The Arizona Supreme Court disagreed, applying a
“substantial compliance” standard out of “deference to the people’s power to legislate.”50
The initiative was allowed to proceed and, ultimately, organized opposition failed to materialize. The Arizona
Citizens’ Clean Elections Act was approved by a two-point margin on Election Day 1998, a significantly narrower victory than in Maine two years earlier.51

Massachusetts
Adoption of Clean Elections in Massachusetts followed a path similar to Maine and Arizona’s experience. In all
three states, citizens and not legislators led the way to reform. This was possible because each state’s constitution
empowers its citizens with direct democratic means. In Massachusetts, the people are specifically vested with the
referendum and indirect initiative powers.52 Though the initiative power in Massachusetts extends to constitutional amendment, it stops short of appropriation.53 Citizens can adopt a measure, but only the legislature can
fund it. As in Maine, legislators in Massachusetts were not pleased with the apparent usurpation of their legislative authority and were wary of Clean Elections from the outset.
Massachusetts’s story begins in August 1997 when a number of advocacy groups, alarmed by the increasing sums
of money being spent on campaigns for commonwealth-wide office, established Massachusetts Voters for Clean
Elections (“Mass Voters”) to reform their campaign finance system. Advocates cited previous campaigns for
governor, including William Weld’s 1994 reelection bid, during which he raised more than $70,000 each week
before Election Day. Further, with two years to go until the 1998 gubernatorial election, the four presumptive
candidates had already raised a record-breaking $7 million.54 Responding to these trends, Mass Voters proceeded
to draft an initiative to establish public funding for candidates running for legislative and most commonwealthwide offices.
Compared with Maine and Arizona, the process of qualifying an initiative for the ballot is more complicated in
Massachusetts, where petitioners face signature requirements in three distinct stages.55 The first stage requires ten
signatures (known as the original sponsors). When gathered by early August in the year preceding the election,
this qualifies the petition for certification. The second stage requires signatures exceeding three percent of the
votes cast for governor in the most recent election, with no more than twenty-five percent of the signers residing
in a single county. Mass Voters received celebrity assistance from actor Alec Baldwin and Watergate special
prosecutor Archibald Cox who rallied volunteers and canvassed for the 64,928 signatures required during the
second phase.56 Cox said at the time: “[Clean Elections] will help restore confidence in government and will
make elected officials more accountable to voters rather than special interest money.”57 On December 3, seventeen days before the due date, organizers submitted more than 90,000 signatures.
Massachusetts law allows the legislature to consider the initiative until May. As in Maine, if the legislature
declines to approve the measure or does so with amendment, the original text is then submitted to voters for their
consideration. In the latter case, the legislature may also submit their amended proposal to voters as a competing
measure. Massachusetts lawmakers did not embrace the Clean Elections initiative. Responding to testimony
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suggesting a connection between private fundraising and public corruption, the chairman of the powerful House
Ways and Means Committee said, “I think we’re all very much offended by your suggestion.”58 This sentiment
was shared by several other legislators who had difficulty understanding public perception of candidates’ “addiction to special interest money.”
Passage of the May deadline for legislative action triggered the third and final signature stage, requiring additional
signatures exceeding one-half of one percent of the votes cast for governor in the most recent election. Mass
Voters collected nearly twice the number of signatures required, sending Clean Elections to the voters.
Meanwhile, The Boston Globe excoriated the legislature for its failure to act, writing, “the Legislature, in summarily spurning the proposal in May, reinforced our belief that it is not the best body to determine how its members
are selected. After all, every sitting member has a reason to support the existing system, which provided him or
her with victory.”59 The more conservative Boston Herald held a contrary view, likening the reform movement’s
own fundraising practices to those they sought to ban:
Mass. Voters for Clean Elections has such a well-scrubbed sound to it [but] we have a much clearer picture of who some of these clean-election types are and how much of their own money they have put up to
bankroll this effort to bring public financing of political campaigns to Massachusetts . . . . Apparently all
of these big-money donors see no irony or even a conflict in kicking in all those bucks to back a law so
that other folks couldn’t do precisely that in the future.60
Notwithstanding the war of words, Clean Elections went on to approval by a nearly two-to-one margin, including
substantial majorities across the commonwealth. In contrast to Maine’s Clean Election Act, the Massachusetts
measure still faced a serious obstacle created by a peculiarity of the commonwealth’s initiative process. Under
the Massachusetts constitution, initiatives may not “make[] a specific appropriation of money from the treasury of
the commonwealth.”61 Although voters had adopted campaign finance reform by a wide margin, it was incumbent upon the legislature to fund the initiative.
Massachusetts’s constitution continues, “if a law approved by the people is not repealed, the [legislature] shall
raise by taxation or otherwise and shall appropriate such money as may be necessary to carry such law into
effect.” For years, the legislature’s refusal to fund the Clean Elections program prevented its full implementation.
Finally, as the 2002 election cycle got under way, supporters went to court seeking to compel the commonwealth
to do so. Massachusetts’s high court held that the commonwealth could not simply ignore a clear statutory
mandate to fund the program. Thus, the legislature had only two options: to fund Clean Elections or repeal it.62
Ultimately, it chose the latter course and, only five years after voters overwhelmingly approved Clean Elections,
the program was repealed.63

New Jersey
Despite drawing inspiration from Maine’s Clean Election Act, New Jersey’s Fair and Clean Elections Pilot
Project of 2005 was unique for its narrow applicability and finite period of existence. New Jersey’s story nonetheless shares a common theme with Maine’s: adoption of Clean Elections occurred in the context of political
scandal and a subsequent push for ethics reform.
New Jersey’s state and local elections are held during off-years (i.e., 2009 and 2011). Five weeks before Election
Day 2003, the seven Gannett Company-owned newspapers across the state ran an eight-part series provocatively
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titled, “Profiting From Public Service: How NJ Legislators Exploit the System.” Every day for eight days, these
papers detailed the routine practices of state legislators. The series began:
The New Jersey Legislature has become a personal money machine for many lawmakers who parlay their
public service into private gain, a Gannett New Jersey newspapers investigation found. Lawmakers have
used their connections to land multiple government jobs, obtain lucrative no-bid contracts and fatten their
state pensions, the investigation found. Call it legislated greed. It’s all legal. And it’s bankrolled by you,
the taxpayer.64
Most of the activities detailed by the series complied with the letter, if not the sprit of the law, a point repeatedly
stressed to highlight the need for comprehensive reform. The Gannett series, subsequently awarded a number of
honors for its coverage, is widely credited for having raised ethics in government as a prominent campaign issue
during the final weeks of the 2003 election season. The coverage is also believed to have ended the political
careers of at least two veteran legislators, including the highest-ranking elected Republican in the state, who were
cited repeatedly throughout the series.65
In response to these electoral upsets and a growing chorus of citizens, government watchdogs and editorial boards
calling for political and ethical reform, the legislature began to address several of the institutional issues facing
state government. The result was a comprehensive ethics reform package unveiled in March 2004. By summer’s
end, all but one proposal had been signed into law.66
Entitled “Restoring the Public’s Trust,” the initiative included twenty-five bills, each directed at a distinct public
problem including campaign finance, dual office-holding and public contracting. Legislation was also introduced
to restrict nepotism, impose stricter lobbyist disclosure, lower financial reporting thresholds, boost penalties for
ethics violations, and increase funding for the agency charged with administering that state’s campaign finance
law. Leading the agenda was Assembly Bill No. 1, the “New Jersey Fair and Clean Elections Pilot Project,”
establishing “a pilot project for the public financing of the campaigns of candidates seeking election to the office
of member of the General Assembly.”67 Sponsors hailed the complete package as “bold, unprecedented, and
extensive.”68 The Asbury Park Press, which had carried the “Profiting from Public Service” series, was less
enthusiastic: “[the reform package] marks the boundaries for how far [Governor] McGreevey and the state’s
power brokers are willing to go on pay-to-play: in essence, nowhere.”69 Several minority Republican legislators
accused Democrats of touting toothless legislation for the sake of appearing to address the problem.
Public reaction to the reform package was also mixed. Compared to previous anemic attempts at ethics reform,
the 2004 effort could be cast as bold, unprecedented and extensive. However, one prominent New Jersey commentator predicted the reform package “[would] not fundamentally change the way political campaigns in the
state are funded.”70 Others observed that several of the twenty-five bills contained thinly disguised loopholes,
rendering them less revolutionary than they at first appeared.
Mixed excitement and disappointment soon turned to morbid fascination during the summer of 2004 as news
broke over a series of fundraising scandals involving several prominent state Democrats, including Governor
James E. McGreevey. These events culminated in the Governor’s stunning announcement that he would resign
his office, ostensibly because he was a “gay American.” While memory of the ethics package was quickly
overshadowed by these events, Assembly Bill No. 1 would not be forgotten. The day before McGreevey’s
revelation, he signed into law the “New Jersey Fair and Clean Elections Pilot Project,” ensuring a provisional and
limited trial of full public financing during the 2005 election cycle.
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Connecticut
“Like daffodils in Connecticut, the concept of public financing of state election campaigns pops up in the General
Assembly every spring.”71 Connecticut’s story is a long one, beginning as early as 1997. Since then, state
lawmakers considered Clean Elections on at least a half-dozen occasions before its eventual adoption in 2005.
Like residents of Vermont and New Jersey, those of Connecticut are not empowered with direct democratic
means. Any attempt at campaign finance reform must therefore be approved by the state legislature. Like Maine,
Arizona and New Jersey, the push for Clean Elections received a considerable boost from political scandal.
In 1999, the former Treasurer of Connecticut pled guilty to federal charges that he had “improperly used his
position of public trust to enrich himself, his friends and to subvert the electoral laws of the State of Connecticut.”72 Shortly thereafter, Governor John G. Rowland, who had appointed the disgraced treasurer, publicly called
for campaign finance reform, telling the state’s Election Enforcement Commission, “I want [the legislature] to
come up with a reform package that we can all work with in a nonpartisan way.”73 The following spring, the
legislature heeded Rowland’s call, sending “An Act Proposing Comprehensive Campaign Finance Reform” to his
desk.74 Days later, Doris “Granny D” Haddock, the New Hampshire grandmother who walked across the continent to advocate campaign finance reform, arrived in Connecticut to call upon the Governor personally to approve
the measure.75 Rowland vetoed the bill, telling the press “I don’t think we should be spending as close to $40
million to fund campaigns for candidates . . . . It became an incumbent protection plan.”76
Several years later, higher-ranking scandal rekindled interest in public financing. In 2004, Rowland himself was
under investigation amid allegations of official misconduct. Several advocacy groups, including Common Cause
and Public Campaign, sensed renewed support for reform and began pressing the legislature to reconsider Clean
Elections. Again, the effort led nowhere as the latest version of public financing languished in committee just as
impeachments proceedings against Rowland were getting underway.
Rowland resigned in July and Connecticut’s Lieutenant Governor M. Jodi Rell assumed the state’s highest office.
Initially opposed to the idea of public financing, Rell changed course during her first year as Governor, conditioned her support for public financing on adoption of additional reform measures, including bans on
contributions from state contractors, lobbyists and political action committees.77 As the regular legislative session
drew to a close, Rell assumed the mantle of peacemaker as Democratic majorities in both chambers haggled over
the details.78 Ultimately, the parties failed to reach an agreement and the 2005 legislative session ended in June
with no action taken.
An effort was made to revive campaign finance reform when Rell convened a bipartisan task force to hammer out
a new proposal during the summer months.79 When consensus failed to emerge, the Governor called the legislature into special session for the sole purpose of adopting reform legislation. “It is time for real leadership on this
issue,” Rell told lawmakers. Noting the recent spate of high-profile political investigations, indictments and
guilty pleas nationwide, she added, “[t]he need for campaign finance reform has never been clearer, or the
opportunity greater.”80 Nevertheless, the legislature remained unprepared to reach an agreement and called itself
into a rare second special session in mid-October.81 After several more weeks of negotiation, legislators in
November finally approved, and the Governor signed into law, “An Act Concerning Comprehensive Campaign
Finance Reform For State-Wide Constitutional And General Assembly Offices.”82 In addition to providing full
public financing, the Act also lowered limits on contributions to political campaigns and prohibited contributions
from certain contractors and lobbyists. The new contribution limits went into effect in 2007, and public financing
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of legislative campaigns became available in 2008, with public funding of campaigns for statewide office to
follow in 2010.
Specific criticisms of the reform emerged even before Governor Rell had signed the law. Among these was the
unequal treatment of minor party candidates, who would face higher qualifying thresholds to receive public
funding than major party candidates would. The new rules also contained loopholes allowing legislative leadership committees to provide unlimited in-kind contributions to candidates who receive public financing.
Additionally, trade organizations threatened suit over the contractor contribution ban. Yet after years of false
starts, lawmakers were content simply to have gotten comprehensive reform off the ground. At the bill signing
ceremony, Rell acknowledged the lingering issues and looming litigation saying, “I think as we see concerns . . .
we can start to address [them] at the next legislative session.”83 Nearly a decade after first contemplating Clean
Elections, the program had finally become law in Connecticut.
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CLEAN ELECTIONS IN NEW JERSEY
How New Jersey Enacted and Administered the Fair and
Clean Elections Pilot Projects of 2005 and 2007
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“

In New Jersey, you contribute money not for access
but results. Anybody who doesn’t admit that is lying.*

”

INTRODUCTION
New Jersey’s first experience with public financing of elections began in 1977 with a matching-funds program for
gubernatorial candidates.1 In return for public funding, participants agreed to aggregate expenditure limits. The
Gubernatorial Public Financing Program was made available to candidates during both the primary and general
election cycles and was used successfully until 2005, when both major party candidates opted not to participate.
Until recently, the concept of Clean Elections—voluntary public financing for candidates who first demonstrate
threshold public support by collecting numerous nominal contributions—was virtually unknown to New Jersey.
As was the case in Maine, Arizona and Massachusetts, awareness and demand for Clean Elections in New Jersey
did not arise simply from the conviction of the state’s elected officials. In a state where direct democratic means
such as initiative and referendum are not available, however, Clean Elections also could not arise simply from a
well-organized citizens’ campaign. Instead, the Clean Elections reform effort in New Jersey resulted from both: a
legislative response to growing public demand for reform channeled by media accounts and editorial statements
highlighting a series of real and perceived ethical lapses by public officials.
The New Jersey Fair and Clean Elections Pilot Project was first in a 25-part suite of reform bills introduced by
the Democratic majority of the state General Assembly in 2004.2 Entitled Restoring the Public’s Trust, the
initiative sought to address a range of ethics and campaign finance issues. Included was legislation to restrict
nepotism, impose stricter lobbyist disclosure, lower financial reporting thresholds, boost penalties for ethics
violations, and increase funding for the agency charged with administering the state’s campaign finance law. The
Pilot Project itself was introduced as a limited and provisional trial of Clean Elections in the state. During the
2005 election cycle, two legislative districts were selected to participate (the “2005 Pilot”). During the 2007
election cycle, a revised program based primarily upon the 2005 experience included three legislative districts (the
“2007 Pilot”). New Jersey’s state and local elections are held during off-years.
The 2005 Pilot was widely viewed as having serious flaws.3 Due to high threshold qualification requirements,
only two of ten eligible candidates qualified for public funding. Nevertheless, this experience was only the first
round. After careful review and evaluation of the 2005 Pilot, the New Jersey Citizens’ Clean Elections Commission emphatically recommended “continuation of the Fair and Clean Elections Pilot Project in 2007.”4 New
Jersey legislators proceeded to revise the program, adopting several of the Commission’s recommendations and
expanding the program to include Assembly and Senate races in three legislative districts during the 2007 election
cycle.
*

Alan Marcus, lobbyist and founder of the Marcus Group. Quoted in Craig Horowitz. “Jim McGreevey and His
Main Man.” New York Magazine. Sept. 13, 2004.
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This chapter examines New Jersey’s adoption of a Clean Elections pilot project in 2004 and its implementation in
2005. The chapter continues with a review of the 2006 decision to continue the program and the adoption of a
revised Clean Elections pilot project in 2007.

PROLOGUE: ADOPTING CLEAN ELECTIONS IN 2004
Just as reformers had previously done in other states, advocates of Clean Elections in New Jersey drew heavily
from Maine’s experience. To aid in the design process, Assembly Majority Leader Joseph J. Roberts, Jr. led a
fact-finding mission to Maine in May 2004 to assess the performance of that state’s 1996 Clean Election Act
(discussed in Chapter Two).5 Rounding out the delegation was Assemblywoman Linda R. Greenstein, Beth
Schroeder of the Assembly Majority Office, and Staci Berger of New Jersey Citizen Action, an outspoken reform
advocacy group in the state. During his visit, Majority Leader Roberts informed the Bangor Daily News:
We don’t need to be convinced that this is the way to go, we’re already convinced of that . . . . We want a
road map that takes into account the fine tuning that’s been done here in Maine so that when we start the
process [in New Jersey], we can do it based on some of the good work that’s been done here.6
To aid its mission, the delegation met with Maine legislative leaders, legislators who successfully ran Clean
Elections campaigns, and representatives of Maine’s Commission on Governmental Ethics and Election Practices,
the agency responsible for administering state election laws, including the Clean Elections program. At the end
of his trip, Roberts said, “I think the folks in Maine realize that Clean Elections has allowed them to have a
government that’s more cost-effective.”7

Legislative Approval
Events moved swiftly upon the delegation’s return to New Jersey. Within weeks, draft Clean Elections legislation was presented for public discussion at a special meeting of the Assembly’s State Government Committee at
Montclair State College. A number of advocacy groups including New Jersey Citizen Action, AARP, the New
Jersey Environmental Federation and the New Jersey League of Women Voters spoke in favor of the proposal.
None spoke against it.8 Legislation was formally introduced in the Assembly two weeks later, on June 3, and
promptly referred to the State Government Committee. The state Senate followed suit, introducing companion
legislation on June 7.
Perhaps to underscore the bill’s priority for legislators, the New Jersey Fair and Clean Elections Act Pilot Project
was designated Assembly Bill No. 1 (“A1”). Included among the primary sponsors were such legislative heavyweights as Assembly Speaker Albio Sires, Majority Leader Roberts, Appropriations Committee Chairman Louis
D. Greenwald and Bonnie Watson Coleman, chair of the state Democratic Party. In a rare joint session of the
Senate and Assembly State Government Committees, testimony on A1 was received on the day of its Assembly
introduction. Roberts began the discussion, telling committee members he had “reached the conclusion that
Clean Elections [holds] the best hope for our state as we attempt to confront our commitment to campaign finance
reform.”9 Anticipating the argument that other elements of the 25-part package were sufficient to address New
Jersey’s ethics problems, the Majority Leader stressed the need for comprehensive reform:
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If we’ve learned anything from the federal experience . . . it is that there is no silver bullet when it comes
to reforming our campaign finance system . . . the growth of the independent expenditure entities—the
527s—the degree to which people have found ways to manipulate the system at the federal level, has suggested that as one door is closed, another door becomes open . . . . [W]e should take a much more holistic
approach to trying to solve this problem. Removing some of the money from politics is certainly a worthy goal . . . but our goal has to be to radically reform the system, and to eliminate to the extent that we
can the corrosive influence of money in politics.10
The Clean Elections pilot, Roberts argued, was an indispensable part of the 25-part reform package awaiting
legislative consideration. Further, the Majority Leader assured committee members that their consideration of A1
need not be final. “This is something that will most likely require fine tuning.” Roberts noted that the bill called
for creation of a nine-member Citizens’ Clean Elections Commission (“NJCCEC”) to review and evaluate the
2005 Pilot. Guided by the Commission’s recommendations, “the demonstration project . . . [is] to be expanded to
include . . . four districts at a minimum, and also the primary elections in 2007.”11
Criticism of the entire reform package, including the Clean Elections pilot, was immediate and advanced almost
entirely by minority Republican legislators. Though the points of contention were several, most can be categorized as ether process- or program-related. The former was brought into focus by veteran state Senator Leonard
T. Connors, who protested the legislation’s unavailability for inspection before the hearing. In particular, A1 had
been introduced in the Assembly only two hours earlier in the day. And while Senators were asked to participate
at the joint hearing, companion legislation had yet to be introduced in the Senate. “This is nothing more than a
sham,” lamented Connors. “We have to . . . go back and touch first [base] and make sure that the process is done
right.”12
Republicans were also critical of the bill’s substance, in particular the required number of qualifying contributions
to be collected before public funding would be available to candidates. Michael Patrick Carroll, a pillar of the
Assembly’s conservative bloc, predicted great difficulty in satisfying the high dual-threshold of one thousand $5
and five hundred $30 qualifying contributions. Assemblyman Carroll further noted that candidates for the lower
legislative chamber in both Maine and Arizona were required to collect significantly fewer contributions of a
single, five-dollar denomination. In Maine, House candidates need only gather fifty such contributions; in
Arizona, only about two hundred are required.13 Despite New Jersey’s larger population in each legislative
district, Carroll observed “the number of hours in a day is the same in Maine as it is in New Jersey . . . calling
fifty people takes exactly the same amount of time in Maine as it does in New Jersey.”14 The issue would
resurface during the 2005 Pilot and would become a focal point of the NJCCEC’s post-election review.
Several of the advocacy groups at the Montclair State College hearing in May repeated their favorable testimony
at June’s joint committee meeting. Supporters hailed the Clean Elections pilot as “the most important good
government proposal within the 25-bill package” and “the most important issue that you will probably vote on
while you’re in office.”15 Stuart D. Shaw of Clean Money United, however, was less enthusiastic. While underscoring his support for Clean Elections, Shaw focused his criticism on several issues, including two that would
resurface after the 2005 Pilot had run its course. The first pertained to third party candidates who sought public
funding. “Where does the independent [candidate] come in,” Shaw asked committee members. “If the independent goes through this process, they get one half of the funding?” Shaw also expressed dismay that primary
elections were not included in the 2005 Pilot. Although Majority Leader Roberts stated in earlier testimony that
the pilot would be expanded in 2007 to include these contests, Shaw believed their exclusion in 2005 would be
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detrimental to non-traditional candidates such as minorities and those of modest means. “If you don’t cover the
primary . . . they’re never going to make it.”16
Despite these and several other concerns expressed at the joint hearing, A1 was favorably and unanimously
reported to the Assembly floor less than six hours after it had been introduced there. Two Republican assemblymen—Michael Patrick Carroll and Joseph Azzolina—abstained. Carroll remained concerned about the difficulty
and expense of collecting 1,500 qualifying contributions, and Azzolina maintained the issue required additional
study.17
The following week, companion legislation was introduced in the state Senate. Meanwhile, public debate of A1
resumed during a voting session of the General Assembly on June 10. From the Assembly floor, Majority Leader
Roberts reiterated his support for the pilot and deflected criticism that legislative consideration of the measure had
been rushed at the expense of public input. Labeling such claims “preposterous,” Roberts cited five hearings held
around the state and portrayed the prior week’s joint committee hearing as the “culmination” of five months’ of
deliberation in public view.18 Notwithstanding the Majority Leader’s able and articulate defense of the bill, he
could not appease all who would be critical. Among those publicly expressing their opposition, all were members
of the Republican minority. Assemblyman Richard A. Merkt described A1 as “an infamous first in New Jersey
and in our history . . . the first occasion of politicians raiding the public fisc—our treasury—for legislative
campaign cash.”19 Assemblyman Michael J. Doherty accused Democrats of manipulating the electoral system by
conditioning public funding on numerous small qualifying contributions. “Members from Democratic areas have
a lot more union members and I think . . . we’re going to see union contributors giving $5 as part of their union
obligation.”20 After more than an hour of debate, the Assembly approved the pilot by a 52-to-18 margin, with
nine abstentions.21
Within the hour, A1 was transmitted across the State House to the Senate, which was in a concurrent voting
session. Debate there lasted only twenty-five minutes.22 After defeating a procedural move to amend A1, which
would have delayed its passage, the Senate approved the pilot by a 21-to-17 margin.23 In both chambers, a small
handful of Republicans joined with majority Democrats to approve the legislation.

Gubernatorial Approval
With A1 approved by both legislative houses, it proceeded to the desk of Governor James E. McGreevey, where it
remained for nine weeks. While the 2003 election cycle had brought heightened public scrutiny of the legislature,
scrutiny that hastened the Restoring the Public’s Trust initiative, during the summer of 2004, the focus was
squarely on the executive. In July, federal investigators announced the governor had been recorded while making
an ineloquent reference to Machiavelli’s The Prince, supposedly signaling his willingness to intervene on a land
deal in exchange for campaign contributions.24 Days later, the governor’s long-time adviser and top party
fundraiser was indicted in a bizarre scheme involving prostitution, witness tampering and illegal campaign
financing.25
It was in this ethically challenged atmosphere that McGreevey signed the Clean Elections pilot into law on
August 11.26 The next day, the Governor shocked observers with his resignation, informing the state that he was a
“gay American.”
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THE NEW JERSEY FAIR AND CLEAN ELECTIONS PILOT PROJECT OF 2005
Laying the Groundwork
Months before participating districts would be chosen, administrative preparation for the 2005 Pilot was already
underway. To begin, party leaders appointed nine individuals, including five members of the public and four
legislators, to the ad hoc New Jersey Citizens’ Elections Commission (“NJCCEC”), which would oversee and
evaluate the pilot. At their organizational meeting in March 2005, the commissioners unanimously selected as
their chairman former state Senator William E. Schluter, a venerated advocate of government reform and a
renowned maverick during his long service in the legislature.27
As the Commission quickly discovered, drafters of Clean Elections in New Jersey did not anticipate every
eventuality that might affect the new program’s success. The experiences of Maine and Arizona illustrate that is
to be expected. As these states learned from watching Clean Elections in action, both found it necessary to adjust
details of their programs. The difficulty in doing so varies by a number of factors, including the authority of the
legislature to amend the program. In Maine, the legislature had unfettered authority to amend statutes passed by
voter initiative, and the legislature did so on several occasions.28 Arizona’s legislature is prohibited from amending voter initiatives, “unless the amending legislation furthers [its] the purposes . . . and at least three-fourths of
the members of each house of the legislature [agree].”29 Such a tall hurdle to revision has limited amendment of
Arizona’s Clean Elections legislation to administrative rulemaking within the confines of the initiative’s original
language.
New Jersey’s situation is somewhat more complicated than Maine and Arizona’s. Unlike these states, the Clean
Elections pilot was entirely a creature of the legislature. Nonetheless, the unusual degree of specificity in the
enabling legislation constrained the Election Law Enforcement Commission (“ELEC”), which was responsible for
promulgating the administrative rules necessary to implement the 2005 Pilot. New Jersey’s statute required
nearly 7,400 words to establish a four-month pilot for a single public office in two of the state’s 40 legislative
districts. By contrast, the Maine Clean Election Act used only 3,650 words to establish Clean Elections in
perpetuity for all statewide and legislative elected offices. The exacting detail of New Jersey’s law left ELEC and
the NJCCEC with limited freedom to adjust the pilot to exigent circumstances that the legislature had not anticipated.
The legislature may have complicated matters further by failing to address eventualities that were foreseeable,
namely those specifically raised by members of the Republican minority. During the seven days between the
bill’s introduction and final legislative approval, the Clean Elections legislation was never amended, notwithstanding the various concerns expressed in committee and on the Assembly and Senate floors. While some
majority Democrats expressed concern that doing so would delay final passage, leaving insufficient time to
implement the pilot, this claim is dubious in light of the nine weeks that elapsed before Governor McGreevey
signed the bill into law.
Nonetheless, ELEC and the NJCCEC sought to address late-breaking programmatic issues as best they could. At
the Commission’s second meeting in April, ELEC presented commissioners with a proposed body of regulations
to implement the pilot.30 Commissioner Bill Baroni, a Republican Assemblyman, was first to note a potential
fairness issue regarding the proposed allocation of Clean Elections funds. In the event a Clean Elections candidate faced a nonparticipating opponent, the former would receive the latter’s share of public funding in addition
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to her own.31 While the intent of the provision was clear: to provide participating candidates with sufficient
public funding to compete against privately and perhaps more lavishly funded opponents, Baroni described a
situation where the non-participating candidate had made a good faith effort to participate, but fell short of the
qualifying contribution threshold. In this case, double-funding the participating candidate would be tantamount to
penalizing the candidate who had tried, but failed to qualify for public funding. The NJCCEC communicated this
concern to ELEC and requested that it be addressed in their administrative rulemaking. ELEC responded, “[i]n
the absence of such a statutory provision or standard, the Commission does not believe that it has the latitude to
create [a new qualification benchmark] by its rulemaking.”32 ELEC proceeded to adopt its proposed rules
package without change.33

District Selection
The Act nominated six legislative districts in two slates—one Democratic-leaning and the other Republicanleaning—for participation in the 2005 Pilot. All were deemed “competitive and moderately competitive districts
that would lend themselves as meaningful ‘test districts.’”34 From these six districts, one from each slate was to
be selected by the respective state party committee chairperson. In his testimony before the Assembly and Senate
State Government committees one year earlier, Majority Leader Roberts commented on the selection process.
Moderately competitive districts, he said, are those “held by one party or the other, but are within the legitimate
reach of the opposing party.”35 Roberts explained that the use of safe districts “would not represent a fair place
for us to demonstrate whether or not [Clean Elections] could be successful.” On the other hand, use of highly
competitive districts would also be counterproductive because “there frankly is too much at stake [and external
political forces] would be impediments” to the pilot’s success.36
Final selection of the participating districts was made on June 27, twenty days after the primary election. In a
statement following her selection of the Sixth legislative district, Assemblywoman and Democratic State Committee chair Bonnie Watson Coleman noted the district “has the 2nd highest number of registered voters . . . 55
percent of whom [sic] are unaffiliated with either political party.”37 She also noted Republicans had held both
Assembly seats as recently as 1996. The candidates who became eligible to participate in the Sixth district were
Pamela Rosen Lampitt and incumbent Louis D. Greenwald, both Democrats, and challengers JoAnn Gurenlian
and Marc Fleischner, both Republicans. All four had been nominated in uncontested primary elections and each
would become eligible to receive $65,100 in public funding upon qualification as a Clean Elections candidate.38
Republican State Committee chair Tom Wilson was less enthusiastic about his choice of the Thirteenth legislative
district. In a statement following the selection, Wilson described “serious and significant shortcomings” of the
program. “While the concept behind this law has merit . . . after a careful and thorough review I am left with no
choice but to conclude that the law . . . is fatally flawed and destined to fail.”39 In particular, Wilson considered
the qualifying contribution threshold “simply too high” and detrimental to the law’s purpose of reducing the
burden of fundraising. Wilson also called attention to the issue of independent expenditures. “Under the scheme
enacted in New Jersey,” he said, “a third party could expend hundreds of thousands of dollars on behalf of
candidates participating in this pilot program. Should that occur, the offended candidates will be entitled to a
comparative drop in the financial bucket.” The candidates who became eligible to participate in the Thirteenth
district were Republicans Amy Handlin and incumbent Samuel D. Thompson, Democratic challengers Bill Flynn
and Michael Dasaro, and Green Party candidates Mike Hall and Greg Orr. Unlike the Sixth district, the major
party candidates emerged from a contested primary election.40 Each of the major party candidates would become
eligible to receive $59,175 in public funding upon qualification as a Clean Elections candidate. Candidates
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nominated by the Green Party, considered a minor party, would each become eligible to receive only half of this
amount, or $29,587.50.

Candidate Qualification
About seven weeks into the ten-week qualifying period, it became clear that most of the candidates were having
difficulty collecting the required number of $5 and $30 qualifying contributions. Several candidates appeared
likely to miss the September 7 deadline, raising the possibility that some would be unable to qualify for public
funding, despite their effort to do so.
Several candidates raised this issue at the NJCCEC’s August 18 meeting, telling the Commission that the qualifying period was too short and the number of required qualifying contributions too high. Assemblyman Thompson
testified that the pilot had not reduced the burden of fundraising because the qualification requirements were
“onerous and unnecessarily burdensome.”41 Amy Handlin asked the Commission to broaden the permissible
financial instruments to allow cash and check cards to be used to transact the small contributions.42 The following
week, ELEC issued an advisory opinion permitting qualifying contributions by check card since, like paper
checks, they provided an auditable paper trail leading to the individual contributor.43
Despite this relaxation of the rules, the success of most participating candidates remained in doubt. On August
31, seven days before the qualification deadline, Governor Richard J. Codey issued an executive order extending
the qualifying period by two weeks, to September 21. “I will do everything in my power to ensure this project’s
success,” the Governor said. “By ensuring the integrity of the New Jersey’s elections we are building a stronger
government that our residents can trust.”44
When the extended qualifying period finally ended, only two of the ten candidates had raised enough contributions to qualify for public funding. Assemblyman Greenwald raised 1,473 five-dollar contributions (473 more
than required) and 690 thirty-dollar contributions (190 more than required).45 His running mate, Pamela Lampitt,
collected 1,404 and 594, respectively. Their Republican opponents, Marc Fleischner and JoAnn Gurenlian, each
raised about 800 five-dollar and 250 thirty-dollar qualifying contributions, the next highest number of the other
participating candidates, but still short of the 1,000 and 500 thresholds. Because their opponents failed to qualify,
Greenwald and Lampitt each received $130,200, including their allotment of $65,100, as well as their opponents’
allotment. With only seven weeks remaining until Election Day, Fleischner and Gurenlian received nothing.

An Unprecedented Offer
Nonetheless, the would-be Clean Elections candidates would not have to resort to private fundraising. In an
unexpected and politically unprecedented move, certified Clean Elections candidates Greenwald and Lampitt
offered to transfer to their opponents an amount of public funds proportional to the number of qualifying contributions they had been able to obtain before the deadline. In return, Fleischner and Gurenlian would sign a pledge
committing their campaign to abide by the Clean Elections rules and restrictions. During the second week of
October, ELEC certified that Fleischner and Gurenlian had collected 58 percent of the dollar value required to
qualify for public funding. As a result, Greenwald and Lampitt made a $75,516 campaign “contribution” to their
opponents, almost certainly the largest of its kind in the history of New Jersey politics.46 In a statement made
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after they had completed the transfer of funds, Greenwald and Lampitt said that by doing so “New Jersey will be
in a better position to examine the success of Clean Elections and how it should be expanded in years to come.”47
While only the Democratic slate was Clean Elections certified, their Republican opponents nonetheless campaigned as if they were as well. The Associated Press observed at the time, “[t]he Democrats will still have more
campaign cash than their challengers, but the spending will be more balanced than usual.”48 Ultimately, the
Democrats were victorious, winning in a near landslide with 59.9 percent of the major party vote, nearly identical
to the outcome in 2003, when Democrats won with 59.5 percent of the major party vote.49 In the Thirteenth
district, none of the six candidates met the qualifying contribution threshold to become Clean Elections certified.

Assessing the 2005 Pilot Project
The success of the 2005 Pilot can be assessed using several different measures. Perhaps most readily apparent is
the program’s operational success. Did the pilot function as intended? Clearly, the answer is no. Despite good
faith efforts including ELEC’s advisory opinion allowing contributions to be made by check card, and Governor
Codey’s last-minute extension of the qualification deadline, only two out of ten candidates qualified as Clean
Elections candidates. The 2005 Pilot can also be viewed as a successful failure, in that the experience revealed
fundamental shortcomings in the program and enabled the legislature to make adjustments for the 2007 election
cycle. Among the more notable problems included the number and multiple denominations of required qualifying
contributions and the insufficient period prescribed to collect them.
Other metrics for evaluation of the 2005 Pilot include the goals set out by its framers. These criteria, like so many
others, are difficult to assess because of the small number of participating candidates and the insufficiency of data
created as a result. Essentially, there was only one Clean Elections race in 2005. Any analysis is further confounded by the broad language used by those who drafted the legislation. It is notable that many of the reasons
provided by the legislature when introducing Clean Elections were styled to highlight the shortcomings of
citizens’ perceptions of state government rather than the government itself. Stripped of this language, the purposes of Assembly Bill No. 1, as enumerated by its findings and declarations, are:
1. To reduce the undue influence of individuals and committees that contribute large amounts of
money to the political process.
2. To protect free speech rights of candidates and voters who are not wealthy.
3. To remove access to wealth as a major determinant of a citizen’s political influence.
4. To reverse the escalating cost of elections.
5. To release participating candidates from the chore of raising money.
6. To allow Clean Elections candidates more time to conduct their official duties and communicate with their constituents.50
The experience of the 2005 Pilot is simply too limited to assess such broad goals.
Another place to look for suitable means of evaluation is the legislative history. In his testimony before the
Assembly and Senate State Government committees in 2004, Majority Leader Roberts told committee members
“Clean Elections . . . holds the greatest promise to radically reform our system in New Jersey and to eliminate our
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dependence on money in politics in our state.”51 Assemblywoman Linda R. Greenstein, another primary sponsor
of the legislation, cited the pilot project as “an opportunity to achieve competitive balance in our electoral system
and to encourage greater public participation in the political process.”52 Greenstein elaborated to suggest that
public financing would encourage the candidacies of those who are traditionally underrepresented in government,
including women, minorities and those of modest means. So to the above list, one might add:
7. To eliminate the interdependence of money and politics in New Jersey.
8. To achieve competitive balance in the state’s electoral system.
9. To encourage greater public participation in the political process, particularly by nontraditional candidates.
These points provide some insight to the professed purpose of Clean Elections in New Jersey, but the bill and its
legislative history offer little to suggest how these broad statements were intended to be evaluated. Even if this
were clear, a confounding lack of data persists. Meaningful evaluation of Clean Elections in New Jersey must
await additional data, which can come only from an expansion of the program in the state.

The NJCCEC Evaluation
Perhaps the greatest value of the 2005 Pilot was realized from its shortcomings. Within weeks of Election Day,
the NJCCEC began analyzing how and why the pilot failed to work as intended, focusing on whether and how to
continue the experiment in 2007. At the Commission’s first post-election meeting, Majority Leader Roberts
outlined the task ahead as “a long look at the Clean Elections demonstration . . . the good, the bad, and the
ugly.”53
First among the concerns discussed was voters’ general lack of awareness of the pilot itself. A joint survey by
Fairleigh Dickinson University and Rutgers’s Eagleton Center for Public Interest Polling revealed “eight out of 10
voters in the State had heard little or nothing about the clean elections program and more than two-thirds of voters
in the [participating] districts did not know that the pilot project would occur in their district.”54 The study was
aptly titled “The Well-Kept Secret of Clean Elections.”55 Majority Leader Roberts attributed this ignorance in
part to “the absence of any State involvement in promoting the program [and to] the most expensive gubernatorial
campaign in State history.”56 Ingrid Reed, director of Eagleton’s New Jersey Project, further noted that if a
central purpose of the pilot was to restore the public’s trust in government, the general ignorance of the pilot’s
existence was an impediment to that goal.57
The second, equally important concern addressed by the Commission was the high qualifying contribution
threshold, the primary reason so few candidates qualified for public funding. On this issue, Roberts urged the
Commission “to make qualifying for Clean Elections easier, but also to maintain a system with taxpayer safeguards . . . . Qualifying for Clean Elections should not be automatic, but neither should it be impossible.”58
Roberts suggested further that selection of participating districts should be made before the primary election to
allow participating candidates to begin collecting qualifying contributions earlier in the election cycle. In the
event a candidate was defeated in a primary contest, qualifying contributions previously gathered could be
returned.59 Others gave similar testimony, reiterating Roberts’s central points. These speakers included the Sixth
district candidates Assemblyman Greenwald and Assemblywoman-elect Lampitt, who both qualified for public
funding, Republican candidate Gurenlian, who did not, and Gurenlian’s campaign manager, Jeff Kasco. The
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preponderance of testimony reinforced voter awareness and qualifying requirements as the 2005 Pilot’s greatest
shortcomings.
At its second post-election meeting, the Commission received testimony from Thirteenth district Assemblyman
Thompson and Assemblywoman-elect Handlin, who did not qualify for public funding. Both reiterated concerns
about voter ignorance of Clean Elections and the tall hurdle to qualification. They also offered specific solutions.
Assemblyman Thompson offered that potential qualifying contributors were confused by having to make their $5
or $30 checks payable to the state, rather than the candidates themselves. Changing this requirement would not
only reduce confusion, Thompson argued, but would also enable candidates who fail to qualify for public funding
to retain and spend the qualifying contributions instead.60 Assemblywoman-elect Handlin proposed placing Clean
Elections on the 2006 ballot for voter approval, which would serve to increase public awareness of the program.61

The NJCCEC’s Recommendations
Between the general election and release of its final report the following May, the nine-member New Jersey
Citizens’ Clean Elections met on eight occasions to receive testimony from the public, advocacy groups and
candidates who participated in the 2005 Pilot. On February 7, 2006, the Commission submitted to the New Jersey
Legislature, as required by law, its preliminary report containing a thorough review of the 2005 Pilot experience,
including an evaluation of the concerns noted above.62 On May 8, the Commission submitted its final report,
which emphatically recommended “the continuation of the Fair and Clean Elections Pilot Project in 2007.”63
Chairman William E. Schluter portrayed the Commission’s work and recommendations as offering “a balanced
and comprehensive approach that will address many of the concerns raised about the 2005 pilot project.”64 On
November 3, the 180th day after issuing its final report, the New Jersey Citizens’ Clean Elections Commission
was dissolved.
In addition to a series of recommendations, the Commission’s final report also included draft proposed legislation
creating a 2007 Pilot.65 Despite only two candidates having been certified as Clean Elections candidates, the draft
legislation deemed the 2005 experience “a success in the sense that all the candidates in each of the selected
districts sought election as ‘clean elections’ candidates.”66

INTERLUDE: READOPTING CLEAN ELECTIONS IN 2006-07
On December 14, 2006, the General Assembly approved Assembly Bill No. 100 (“A100”), the 2007 New Jersey
Fair and Clean Elections Pilot Project Act, by a 67-to-11 margin, with two abstentions. Assembly Speaker
Joseph J. Roberts, Jr., a primary sponsor of the bill, explained the legislation was “based on findings from a fourmember bipartisan Assembly working group . . . and the recommendations of the New Jersey Citizens’ Clean
Elections Commission.”67 Members of the working group included Assemblypersons Linda Greenstein and Bill
Baroni, past members of the NJCCEC, and Assemblywoman Amy Handlin, a 2005 Pilot participant. All three
were sponsors of the new legislation.
While A100 followed many of the Commission’s recommendations, it also departed from them in several
respects. Among the most significant changes were to the qualifying contribution requirement, which the Commission found needed significant revision.68 The threshold for qualification was substantially reduced and the
dual-denomination requirement was eliminated. To guard against the all-or-nothing danger of coming up one
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qualifying contribution short, the new law created a sliding scale for public funding. Once candidates crossed a
modest threshold (400 qualifying contributions), they would become eligible for a minimum amount of public
funding that would increase as the number of qualifying contributions increased (up to a maximum of 800). The
legislation also broadened the permissible means of making such contributions to include cash, checks, money
orders, debit cards and credit cards.
The 2007 Pilot did not provide public funding during the primary election cycle, contrary to the Commission’s
2006 recommendation,69 the 2005 Act’s vision,70 and then-Majority Leader Roberts’s 2004 testimony.71 Nor did
the 2007 Pilot provide equal funding to minor party candidates, which the Commission had also recommended.72
Minor party candidates in 2007 continued to be eligible for only 50 percent of major party allocations.73
The Commission had also recommended that the 2007 Pilot be expanded to include six legislative districts, two
each in North, Central and South Jersey, selected in a bipartisan fashion. Assembly Bill No. 100 did expand the
pilot, but only to three districts, with no geographical distribution or minimum partisan competition requirements.
The 2005 Pilot districts were not required to participate, as the Commission had recommended, which would have
enhanced their study value considerably. Instead, the new legislation required that two of the 2007 districts be
one-party-dominant and selected by legislative leaders from the dominant party. The third district was to be
politically split and chosen by legislative leaders of both major parties.74 The 2007 legislation also provided that
each qualifying candidate in this “split district” would receive “the average amount of money expended by all
candidates for the office of member of the General Assembly and the office of member of the Senate in that
legislative district in the two immediately preceding general elections for those offices” (emphasis added).75 The
result was substantially greater public funding for candidates in the split district.76 The Commission had recommended uniform public subsidy across all districts.77
On the matter of seed money, A100 increased the individual contribution limit to $500, contrary to the Commission’s recommendation that this limit be reduced.78 The 2007 legislation, however, did follow the Commission’s
recommendation to increase the aggregate limit from $3,000 to $10,000.79
The 2007 legislation expressly conditioned the continuation of Clean Elections in 2009 on the 2007 Pilot’s
“success,” defined as “at least 50 percent” of the major party participants qualifying for Clean Elections funding,80 a condition not satisfied by the 2005 Pilot. This language was not included in the 2005 legislation, nor was
the issue addressed in the Commission’s reports.
Despite the relative ease with which the Assembly approved A100, the legislation encountered significantly more
resistance in the Senate, where companion legislation was introduced on January 8, 2007. Even after a favorable
committee report three weeks later, several members of the Senate State Government Committee were equivocal
in their support for the bill. The legislation was subsequently second-referenced to the Senate Budget and
Appropriations Committee, which considered the proposal on February 8. Although committee members had
intended to receive testimony from several witnesses, only former NJCCEC chair William E. Schluter was
permitted to address the committee. During his testimony, Schluter reiterated the goal of “cleaning up the
election process and . . . removing the bad influences of money” and protested the “major, major differences”
between the proposed legislation and the Commission’s recommendations.81 In particular, Schluter warned the
committee,
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To eliminate primaries from the process is only doing a part of the job because if money is going to corrupt when it is given for a general election, it’s going to corrupt and have that bad influence if it’s given
for the primary election.82
Because most candidate selection is made during the primary election cycle, Schluter concluded, the unavailability of funds during these contests would hinder other important Clean Elections goals, including encouragement
of those candidates who are frequently underrepresented in government, including women and minorities. “I . . .
give you . . .the famous quote of Boss Tweed of Tammany Hall . . . ‘I don’t care who does the electing, just so
that I can do the nominating.’”83 Schluter also criticized legislators’ decision to publicly fund campaigns in only
three districts, rather than the six recommended by the Commission, and urged that the selected districts be
geographically disparate and at least minimally competitive.84 Schluter also commented unfavorably on the lack
of funding parity for minor party candidates, the inordinately high level of public funds available in the “split
district,” the increase in the seed money contribution limit to $500, and the absence of an independent commission to evaluate the program.
The Budget Committee ultimately reported the bill to the Senate floor without recommendation, with several
members concluding that a flawed pilot was better than no pilot at all. With election season drawing near, the
Senate legislation was amended to compress the 2007 Pilot calendar. After a number of procedural obstacles
were cleared, the Senate approved the legislation on March 15, by a 23-to-9 margin. The Assembly concurred in
the Senate amendments later in the day. Governor Jon S. Corzine signed the bill into law on March 28, telling the
state that Clean Elections would “enhance public confidence in the political process” and move New Jersey
“closer to having a more open government that is accountable only to the people.”85
In contrast to his unwavering support of the 2005 Pilot, Schluter found much to dislike in the 2007 Pilot. He was
not alone in criticizing provisions of the bill that emerged from the legislature. Throughout the negotiations
leading to reauthorization of the pilot, many Democratic and Republican leaders recognized that the 2005 Pilot
had fallen short of its goals and some questioned whether changes made to the 2007 Pilot were enough to ensure
its success. Advocacy groups were similarly torn. As the 2007 Pilot awaited the Governor’s signature in March,
Sandra Matsen of the League of Women Voters told The Philadelphia Inquirer that even though she had hoped
Clean Elections would include all of the NJCCEC’s recommendations, a flawed pilot was better than no pilot at
all. “It wasn’t much of a step forward, but it was a step forward,” Matsen said. “If the bill had died, it would
have been a very heavy lift to get it back up.”86 Abigail Field of NJPIRG argued that the renewed program was
simply too flawed to be supported. Among her concerns were exclusion of the primary election cycle and the
ability of candidates to opt-out of the program after accepting public money, so long as they returned the funds to
the state. “If an incumbent were losing, Field said, he or she might turn to deep private pockets to pull ahead.”

THE NEW JERSEY FAIR AND CLEAN ELECTIONS PILOT PROJECT OF 2007
District Selection
Selection of the 2007 Pilot districts was left to the state’s legislative leaders, with no selection criteria specified by
the enabling legislation. Democrats chose the Thirty-seventh legislative district, which includes suburban
portions of Bergen County. Republicans chose the Twenty-fourth district, which includes all of rural Sussex
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County and parts of Hunterdon and Morris counties. Neither district was included on the list of those recommended by the NJCCEC.
Because legislative leaders from the major political parties could not agree on the final district—the politically
“split district”—this determination was made by a five-member ad hoc committee, as provided for in the 2007
Act.87 The four legislative leaders—those who had failed to reach an agreement in the first place—each selected
one member of the committee. A fifth member was chosen by the Assembly Speaker and Senate President, both
Democrats, from among former New Jersey governors. Committee members included former state Democratic
chairman Thomas Byrne and NJCCEC veterans Steven Lenox, Carol Murphy and Chairman Schluter. Former
Governor James J. Florio provided the fifth vote. On April 15, the committee selected the Fourteenth district,
which was favored by Democrats Byrne and Lenox and includes portions of suburban Mercer and Middlesex
counties. Republicans Murphy and Schluter, on the other hand, had preferred the Twelfth district, which includes
portions of Monmouth and Mercer counties. To explain his tie-breaking vote, Governor Florio stated that he had
been swayed by the potential for electoral competition. “In the Fourteenth [district], we have a non-incumbency
race in the Senate and a non-incumbency race in the Assembly. That is persuasive to me.”88 In 2007, the Twelfth
district had only one open Assembly seat.

Candidate Qualification and the General Election
Among the more significant changes made to the 2007 Pilot was an extension of the qualifying period, which ran
from April 23 until September 30 and was about three months longer than the same period in 2005. To facilitate
the process of collecting qualifying contributions, candidates were permitted to collect private “seed money”
contributions of $500 or less, up to a total of $10,000. This was a significant increase over the 2005 Pilot, when
seed money contributions were capped at $200 each, up to a total of only $3,000. Furthermore, the required
number of qualifying contributions was lowered to only 400 in 2007, from 1,500 in 2005. Together, these
changes enabled sixteen out of 20 participating candidates—80 percent—to become certified as Clean Elections
candidates.89 This represented a notable improvement over 2005, when only two out of 10 candidates—20
percent—became certified.
The 2007 Pilot varied the amount of public funding available based on the number of qualifying contributions a
candidate collected during the qualifying period. At 400, candidates became eligible for a minimum amount of
public funding, which increased until the candidates raised a maximum of 800 qualifying contributions. Public
funding was then decreased by the dollar value of qualifying contributions collected, which candidates were
permitted to retain and spend. In the Thirty-seventh district, the three Democratic candidates received a maximum grant of $92,000; the three Republicans failed to qualify for public funding. In the Twenty-fourth district,
the three Republican candidates received the maximum grant of $92,000; the three Democrats received roughly
two-thirds of this amount, reflecting the 500-plus qualifying contributions they collected. In the Fourteenth “split
district,” each major party candidate received the maximum grant of $526,735. The minor party candidate
received $23,521, exactly $2,521 above the minimum grant available to minor parties, reflecting the 448 qualifying contributions he had collected.90
The two Democratic candidates for Assembly in the Fourteenth district were awarded additional public funding—
so-called “rescue money”—upon being targeted by negative advertising sponsored by an independent and
privately-funded advocacy group. Incumbent Linda Greenstein received the maximum allowed, $100,000, while
her running mate, challenger Wayne DeAngelo, received $14,255 in additional funding.91
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When the votes were tallied, few were surprised by the results. In the competitive Fourteenth district, Republican
Bill Baroni bested non-incumbent Seema Singh in the Senate race by a 24-point margin, nearly identical to the
20-point margin of victory enjoyed by Baroni’s Republican predecessor in 2003.92 The race for Assembly was
closer, with Democrat Greenstein holding her seat and widening her margin of victory to four points from a razorthin 0.9 points in 2003. Non-incumbent DeAngelo, also a Democrat, led his nearest rival by one point.93
In the Republican-leaning Twenty-fourth district, Republicans held the entire legislative delegation by landslide
margins similar to those enjoyed in 2003.
In the Democratic-leaning Thirty-seventh district, where none of the Republican challengers were Clean Elections
certified, Democrats held the entire legislative delegation by landslide margins similar to those enjoyed in 2003.

Assessing the 2007 Pilot Project
Compared to its oft-maligned 2005 predecessor, the 2007 Pilot was more successful. Perhaps the most readily
apparent measure of success is that written into the enabling legislation itself: “at least 50 percent” of the major
party participants qualifying for Clean Elections funding.94 With 15 out of 18 major party participants—83
percent—ultimately becoming Clean Elections certified, this threshold was easily crossed. From an operational
perspective as well, the 2007 Pilot marked a significant improvement over 2005.
The 2007 Act contains additional evaluative criteria within its findings and declarations section:
As with [the 2005 Pilot], the 2007 pilot project’s goal is to improve the unfavorable opinion that many
residents of this State have toward the political process and to strengthen the integrity of that process and
improve access to it by many individuals and groups who have traditionally not been part of it.95
The six races included in the 2007 Pilot, although greater in number than the single race included by the 2005
Pilot, remain too few to draw any meaningful conclusions regarding such broad statements of purpose. As was
the case in 2005, a confounding lack of data persists.
Public reaction to the 2007 Pilot was understandably muted. Surveys conducted fall 2007, similar to those
conducted by Fairleigh Dickinson University and Eagleton during the 2005 Pilot, shed some light on public
awareness of the program.96 Statewide, eight out of 10 voters reported hearing “little or nothing at all” about
Clean Elections, nearly identical to the 2005 response.97 Within Clean Elections districts, however, 44 percent
had heard “quite a lot or some” about the program, a significant improvement over 29 percent in 2005, suggesting
that publicity efforts within participating districts may have had their intended effect.
Likely voters within Clean Elections districts held similar views in 2005 and 2007 regarding the influence of
campaign contributions on the state legislature. In 2007, fully 92 percent claimed to be “very or somewhat
concerned” about this influence, compared to 89 percent in 2005.98 Confidence that Clean Elections would
reduce the influence of large contributions was also unchanged, with 54 percent of likely voters saying they were
“very or somewhat confident,” compared to 52 percent in 2005.99
Informed observers’ reaction to the 2007 Pilot was mixed. Ingrid Reed of the Eagleton Institute of Politics at
Rutgers University deemed it “a good investment,” concluding that New Jersey “learned enough to know we’re
on the right track to making this work.”100 Gregg Edwards of the Center for Policy Research was less supportive,
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noting the pilot had been afflicted by an unintended side effect of expenditure ceilings: increased independent
expenditures. In the same article, former NJCCEC Chairman Schulter cautioned against over-reliance on piecemeal reform. “If people think that Clean Elections are going to take the dirty money out of politics, they’re vastly
mistaken . . . [doing so] involves a lot of other campaign finance reforms.”
Editorial board response was similarly critical of the 2007 Pilot’s limited nature and several agreed that any
continuation of the program must include primaries and incorporate other reform measures. The Star-Ledger of
Newark claimed the 2007 pilot had “squandered $5 million in taxpayer money,” concluding that “[t]he only way
to significantly change things is to include all 120 legislative races in the Clean Elections program.”101 The
Bergen Record expressed a similar sentiment: “[t]here’s no point in pursuing publicly funded legislative races if
primaries are not included . . . it’s the only way to level the playing field and give newcomers a fair chance.”102
The Record expressed a widely-shared sentiment when concluding “[w]e’re not convinced Clean Elections can
defeat that power-hungry backroom system, but we’re eager to give it a chance.”103

ELEC’s Fair and Clean Elections Report
The 2007 Act did not establish an independent body empowered with oversight and evaluation authority, as the
NJCCEC had been in 2005. Instead, ELEC was tasked with administrative authority and was required to issue a
“strictly fact-based” report to legislative leaders containing “no recommendations with respect to any future pilot
projects.”104 ELEC’s report, issued in March 2008, adhered to this mandate and is devoid of any conclusions
regarding the 2007 Pilot.105
Preparation of this report included a single public hearing held in December 2007 at which testimony was given
by nearly two dozen individuals, including eleven of the 20 participating candidates and representatives from
several advocacy organizations.106 From their statements, ELEC’s report distills a number of “areas for review”
touching upon most aspects of Clean Elections, including primary elections, reporting requirements and funding
levels.107 Because these areas were simply listed and not otherwise ranked or annotated, it is impossible to know
which were intended to receive greater attention.
The report also details ELEC’s attempt to educate the public about Clean Elections, noting that “[a] major
concern of proponents of Clean Elections was that the pioneering effort in 2005 had not been adequately promoted.”108 The 2007 Act appropriated $600,000 for this purpose, which ELEC used to disseminate “2007 Voters
Guides” and participating candidate ballot statements, all of which were made available on a newly created and
regularly updated Web site, www.njcleanelections.com.109
ELEC also commissioned a tracking survey, separate from the Fairleigh Dickinson/Eagleton survey described
above, to determine the nature and extent of the public’s awareness of the 2007 Pilot. In contrast to the first pilot,
which in September 2005 was unknown to 80 percent of voters in the state,110 by September 2007 this figure had
fallen to 60 percent.111 Perhaps more remarkable, as late as June 2007, more than 90 percent of voters had been
unaware of the pilot, providing indirect evidence that ELEC’s promotional efforts may have been useful.
ELEC’s report also included detailed numerical data from the 2007 Pilot, including funding amounts disbursed to
candidates, election results in each participating district compared with previous legislative elections, and voter
turnout figures for each of the four preceding legislative elections.112 Of the three participating districts, only
District 24 showed an increase in turnout from 2007 over 2003, the most recent non-gubernatorial, legislative
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election year. Turnout in District 14 was level and District 37 saw a small decrease over the same period. Four
competitive districts received thorough media coverage in 2007: Districts 1, 2, 12 and Clean Elections District 14.
Candidates in District 14 spent $3.4 million in Clean Elections funds or about $2.5 million less than the District
12 candidates whose campaigns were funded exclusively from private sources.
ELEC concludes by noting that its report remains faithful to the no-recommendations mandate and seeks only “to
provide factual information that will allow legislators to gain important perspectives on the issues that arose and
the initiatives that were taken in implementing the 2007 Clean Elections Program.”113 To that end, ELEC emphasizes that the 2007 Pilot operated as envisioned by the enabling legislation and that the success criterion of 50
percent candidate participation was met.

EPILOGUE: THE WAY FORWARD
With 15 out of 18 major party participants—83 percent—becoming Clean Elections certified in 2007, the 50
percent success criterion was easily surpassed. Contrary to media reports declaring the “[p]ilot program for
public campaign funding extended,” however, continuation of Clean Elections is not automatic.114 In an August
2007 op-ed, former NJCCEC Chairman Bill Schluter wrote:
[D]espite general impressions, legislative action will be necessary to extend Clean Elections beyond
2007. Absent a constitutional command, not even unmitigated success can compel a future Legislature to
continue a program enacted by its predecessor. Given the protracted battle to enact [the 2007] pilot, renewal in 2009 is far from assured.115
Nonetheless, Governor Corzine and Speaker Roberts have both signaled their support for the program’s extension
beyond 2007. Upon signing the enabling legislation into law, the Governor hailed Clean Elections as “an important first step forward that gets us closer to having a more open government that is accountable only to the
people.”116 Roberts was more direct in a statement issued the day ELEC’s report was released: “[t]he future of
Clean Elections should not be in doubt. The fight for public financing in legislative races must continue to go
forward.”117 Roberts continued:
The next step should provide for the inclusion of primary races, increasing the number of participating
districts, reducing campaign spending and leveling the playing field for third party candidates. Additionally, a thorough examination of how best to address the outside influence of independent expenditures
that undermine the sprit of the program is essential.
By most accounts, the 2007 Pilot was a greater success than its 2005 predecessor. And with two of the state’s
Democratic leaders on record as supporting the continuation of Clean Elections, the prospects for public financing
in 2009 appear strong. As new enabling legislation is drafted, legislators will face two fundamental questions.
First, should Clean Elections funding be made available to candidates in all forty legislative districts, or should
the program’s expansion continue only gradually? Second, should Clean Elections be extended to the primary
election cycle, where much of the electoral competition in New Jersey takes place, or should it remain confined to
the general election cycle?
Four years have passed since Assembly Bill No. 1, the New Jersey Fair and Clean Elections Pilot Project was
introduced in 2004. Since then, two pilot projects have occurred, dozens of public meetings have been held and
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$4.3 million in public funding has been disbursed to eighteen certified candidates.118 With the 2007 Pilot, New
Jerseyans glimpsed the possibility that public financing of elections can succeed in their state, just as it has in
Arizona, Connecticut, Maine, New Mexico and North Carolina.
The foremost goal of Clean Elections is to reduce the amount of private funds in campaigns for public office,
thereby reducing the corrosive influence of money in politics. The 2007 Pilot professed even greater ambition in
seeking “to improve the unfavorable opinion that many residents of this State have toward the political process
and to strengthen the integrity of that process and improve access to it by many individuals and groups who have
traditionally not been a part of it.”119 With only a handful of publicly funded races to draw from, there remains
too little data generated over too short a period to draw any conclusions regarding the ability of public financing
to achieve these lofty goals in New Jersey. More robust evaluation must await the expansion of Clean Elections
to primary elections and to candidates around the state.
The way forward is now for the legislature to determine. Considering the positive 2007 experience and strong
words of support from the state’s political leaders, for the first time in its history, New Jersey appears poised to
take a significant step toward fundamental reform of campaigns and elections in the state.
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THE PILOTS COMPARED
The 2007 Pilot differed substantially from draft legislation proposed by the New Jersey Citizens’ Clean Election
Commission, which in turn recommended significant changes from the 2005 Pilot. These differences are compared in the following table.

2005 PILOT PROJECT

NJCCEC
RECOMMENDATION

2007 PILOT PROJECT

Citation

2004 N.J. LAWS 121

NJCCEC FINAL REPORT

2007 N.J. LAWS 60

Election Cycle(s) Included

General only

Primary and General

General only

Number

Participating
Districts

Seed
Money

Selection

Maximum
Contributions
Aggregate
Limits
Permissible
Forms
Number
Required

Qualifying
Contributions

Permissible
Forms

Qualifying
Period

Contested
Races

Two
Two slates of three “competitive and moderately
competitive” districts. One
slate Democratic-leaning and
one slate Republican-leaning.
State party chairs choose one
district from their slate.

Six

Three

Same as 2005 Pilot except
districts distributed geographically throughout the State.
NJCCEC chair determines by
lot which state party chair
makes the first selection. The
2005 Pilot districts are
automatically included for
participation.

$ 200.

$ 100.

One district selected by the Democratic
legislative leaders; one district selected by
Republican legislative leaders; a third
district selected by all legislative leaders.
If no agreement, five-member ad hoc
committee convened to make the selection.
Members of the committee are appointed
by legislative leaders. No geographical
distribution or minimum partisan
competition requirements. The 2005 Pilot
districts are not required to participate.
$ 500.

$ 3,000.

$ 10,000.

$ 10,000.

Check or money order only

Cash, check, money order,
electronic check, debit card, or
credit card
800 $10 contributions

1,000 $5 contributions
500 $30 contributions
Check or money order only,
payable to the Clean Elections
fund. ELEC later issued an
advisory opinion specifically
permitting qualifying
contributions by check card
Jul. 2 – Sept. 7, 2005

Cash, check, money order,
electronic check, debit card, or
credit card; may be payable to
more than on candidate

Jan. 1 – May 10, 2007 (PE)
Jan. 1 – Aug. 31, 2007 (GE)
Seventy-five percent of average
$ 100,000.
cost of similar campaigns
during the previous two
election cycles

Initial Public
Funding
Uncontested
Races
Minor Party
Candidates

Additional Funding

Administration

same as above

$ 50,000.

Fifty percent of major party
funding
Dollar-for-dollar, up to
$50,000, if outspent by
privately financed candidate or
targeted by independent
expenditures
ELEC (administrative and
operational), NJCCEC
(oversight and evaluation) and
OLS (advisory)

Full parity
Dollar-for-dollar, up to 100
percent of initial allocation, if
outspent by privately financed
candidate or targeted by
independent expenditures
ELEC (administrative,
operational and educational)
and NJCCEC (advisory)
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Cash, check, money order, electronic
check, debit card or credit card
400 ($10) min
800 ($10) max
Cash, check, money order, electronic
check, debit card or credit. ELEC to allow
online contributions possible through its
website

Apr. 23 – Sep. 30, 2007
“Split District” — average amount
expended by “all candidates for the office
of member of the General Assembly and
the office of member of the Senate in that
legislative district in the two immediately
preceding general elections”
Other districts: $ 50,000 min
$ 100,000 max
Fifty percent of contested race funding
Fifty percent of major party funding, but
not more than $ 50,000
Dollar-for-dollar, up to $100,000 ($50,000
for minor party candidates), if outspent by
privately financed candidate or targeted by
independent expenditures
ELEC (administrative and operational)
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— APPENDIX —
A SIDE-BY-SIDE COMPARISON OF
CLEAN ELECTIONS IN SIX STATES
MAINE
VERMONT
ARIZONA
MASSACHUSETTS
CONNECTICUT
NEW JERSEY

Qualifying
Contributions

Seed Money

General

Qualifying Period

Aggregate
Required

Number
Required

Denomination
Required

Permissible
Uses

Permissible
Sources

Aggregate
Limits

Maximum
Contributions

State Population
(2007 est.)

$ 49,180.
$ 3,230.

$ 130.
$ 610.
$ 1,230.

$ 5.

Not specified

2006

CONN. GEN. STAT.
§ 9-700 et seq.

Citizens’ Clean
Election Program

CONNECTICUT

Not less than 7.5 months
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$ 10.

Not specified

Individuals including
family and excluding
political committees

$ 10,000.
$ 10,000.

2,500. Senate:
400-800.
750. Assembly:
400-800.
300.
150.
(initial public funding
determined by # received)

at least $ 5. and
no more than $ 100.
Governor:
Lt. Governor:
Senate:
House:

$ 500.

8,685,920

Legislature
(three districts only)

2007

2007 N.J. LAWS 60

$ 20,000. Senate:
10,000. Assembly:
2,000.
1,000.

Candidate committee
activities

Self only

Governor:
Lt. Governor:
Senate:
House:

n/a

3,502,309

NEW JERSEY
2007 New Jersey Fair
and Clean Elections
Pilot Project Act

Not less than 5 months

Not less than 10 months

Five months, one week

$ 22,050. Governor:
$ 30,000.+ Governor:
$ 250,000. Senate:
$ 4,000-8,000.
$ 1,100. Lt. Governor: $ 15,000.+ Lt. Governor: $ 75,000. Assembly: $ 4,000-8,000.
Senate:
$ 2,250.+ Senate:
$ 15,000.
House:
$ 1,000.+ House:
$ 5,000.
(initial public funding
determined by # received)

6,000.
3,000.
450.
200.

at least $ 5. and
no more than $ 100.

n/a

n/a

n/a

n/a

6,449,755

4,410. Governor:
220. Lt. Governor:
Senate:
House:

Individuals including
family and excluding
PACs, businesses,
political parties, labor
unions and corporations

Governor:
Legislature:

Individuals:
Self (Legis.):
Self (Gov.):

6,338,755

$ 35,000. Governor:
$ 17,500. Legislature:

Not less than 5 months

$ 16,250. Governor:
$ 750. Lt. Governor:
$ 250.

1998
(repealed 2003)

1998 MASS. ACTS 395

Clean Elections Law

MASSACHUSETTS

Executive and Legislature Executive and Legislature Executive and Legislature

1,500. Governor:
750. Legislature:

no more than $ 50.

n/a

n/a

n/a

3,250. Governor:
150. Lt. Governor:
50.

Not less than 3.5 months

Governor:
Senate:
House:

Governor:
Senate:
House:

$ 5.

All goods and services
received prior to
certification

Individuals including
family and excluding
lobbyists and their clients

$ 50,000.
$ 1,500.
$ 500.

n/a

$ 100.

Governor:
Senate:
House:

621,254

Executive only

1,317,207

Executive and Legislature

Offices
Covered

1998

1997
(parts invalidated 2006)

1996

ARIZ. REV. STAT. ANN. §
16-940 et seq.

VT. STAT. ANN.
tit. 17, § 2851 et seq.

ME. REV. STAT. ANN.
tit. 21-A, § 1121 et seq.

Citizens’ Clean
Elections Act

Vermont Campaign
Finance Option

Maine Clean
Election Act

Year of
Enactment

Citation

Name of Law

ARIZONA

VERMONT

MAINE

Clean Elections Programs Compared in Six States

Clean Elections: Public Financing in Six States, including New Jersey's Pilot Project

Initial Public
Funding

Other Obligations
of Participating
Candidates

Qualifying
Contributions

Minor Party
Candidates

General
Uncontested
Races

General
Contested
Races

Primary
Uncontested
Races

Primary
Contested
Races

$ 400,000. Governor:
$ 0. Governor:
≈ $ 22,050.
$ 8,033. Lt. Governor:
$ 0. Legislature:
≈ $ 1,100.
$ 1,745.
(candidates may raise
(same value as qualifying
from private sources up to contributions collected)
contested race limits)

Governor:
Senate:
House:

For the year: 70% of total
primary and general
election amounts
allocated to major party
candidates
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(in 2002)

(reduced to 60% if
competition is nominal)

(varies by # of qualifying
contributions received)

Governor: $ 3,000,000. Senate:
$ 50,000. min
Lt. Governor: $ 750,000.
$ 100,000. max
Senate:
$ 85,000. Assembly: $ 50,000. min
House:
$ 25,000.
$ 100,000. max

n/a

n/a

At least two required for
participating candidates

Only seed money and
qualifying contributions

Candidates may retain
and spend

Cash, Check, Money
Order, Electronic Check,
Debit Card, Credit Card

Registered voters in the
area sought to be
represented

NEW JERSEY

n/a

(in 2002)
Primary elections: no
funding; general
elections: funding scaled
to party’s performance in
previous election cycle

For the pilot project: 50%
of amount allocated to
major party candidates

(varies by # of qualifying
contributions received)

Governor:
$ 567,750. Governor:
$ 900,000. Senate:
$ 25,000. min
Lt. Governor: $ 137,900. Lt. Governor: $ 225,000.
$ 50,000. max
Senate:
$ 15,700. Senate:
$ 25,500. Assembly: $ 25,000. min
House:
$ 4,850. House:
$ 7,500.
$ 50,000. max

(in 2002)

$ 957,333. Governor: $ 1,135,500.
$ 19,382. Lt. Governor: $ 275,800.
Senate:
$ 31,400.
House:
$ 9,700.

$ 400,000. Governor:
$ 75,000. Governor:
$ 20,082. Lt. Governor: $ 25,000. Legislature:
$ 4,362.
(incumbents receive 85%)

Governor: $ 1,250,000.
Lt. Governor: $ 375,000.
Senate:
$ 35,000.
House:
$ 10,000.

None required

Only seed money and
qualifying contributions

Candidates may retain
and spend

Not specified

Mostly registered voters
in the area sought to be
represented

CONNECTICUT

Governor:
$ 811,000. Governor: $ 1,250,000.
Lt. Governor: $ 207,100. Lt. Governor: $ 375,000.
Senate:
$ 23,250. Senate:
$ 35,000.
House:
$ 8,100. House:
$ 10,000.

(in 2002)

$ 638,222. Governor: $ 1,622,000.
$ 12,921. Lt. Governor: $ 414,200.
Senate:
$ 46,500.
House:
$ 16,200.

Governor:
Senate:
House:

In primary elections:
Same treatment as major
same as uncontested
party candidates
major party candidates; in
general elections: same as
major party candidates

Only qualifying
contributions

Candidates may retain
and spend

Not specified

Registered voters in the
area sought to be
represented

MASSACHUSETTS

Required for participating None required
candidates; optional for
non-participating
candidates

$200,000. Governor:
$ 75,000. Governor:
≈ $ 22,050.
$1,927. Lt. Governor: $ 25,000. Legislature:
≈ $ 1,100.
$512.
(less qualifying contribs.) (same value as qualifying
(incumbents receive 85%) contributions collected)

None required

None required

Candidate
Debates

Only seed money and
qualifying contributions

Governor:
Senate:
House:

Only qualifying
contributions

Only seed money and
qualifying contributions

Private Fund
Raising

Paid to Arizona Clean
Elections Fund

$ 200,000. Governor:
$ 225,000. Governor:
$ 7,746. Lt. Governor: $ 75,000. Legislature:
$ 1,504.
(less qualifying contribs.)
(incumbents receive 85%)

Candidates may retain
and spend

Paid to Maine Clean
Election Fund

Disposition

Cash, Check,
Money Order

Registered voters in the
area sought to be
represented

ARIZONA

Governor:
Senate:
House:

Not specified

Check, Money Order

Permissible
Forms

Permissible
Sources

Registered voters in
Vermont

VERMONT

Registered voters in the
area sought to be
represented

MAINE

Clean Elections: Public Financing in Six States, including New Jersey's Pilot Project

Administration
and Enforcement

Additional Public
Funding

Initial Public
Funding

Facing a Nonparticipating
Candidate

Secretary of State
www.sec.state.vt.us

www.maine.gov/ethics/

Web site

n/a

Administrative
Agency

Two times the original
allocation

n/a

Commission on
Governmental Ethics &
Elections Practices

Additional
Funding
Ceiling

Independent
Expenditures

Participating candidates
receive dollar-for-dollar
match if the amount spent
by a non-participating
opponent, in addition to
independent expenditures,
exceeds the amount
allocated to participating
candidate

Contingency
for Shortfall of
Public Funds

Independent expenditures
are treated as if they were
made by the nonparticipating opponent.
Independent expenditures
made on behalf of a
participating candidate
may reduce that
candidate’s eligibility for
matching funds

n/a

Participating candidates
may cover with private
contributions of up to
$250 for legislative and
$500 for gubernatorial
races

(Vermont significantly
lowered individual
contributions ceilings
when enacting its
public financing law;
these limits were
invalidated in 2006)

Proportional reduction of
allocations and
participating candidates
may cover with private
contributions

Funding in legislative
races indexed to average
cost of similar campaigns
during the previous two
election cycles

None specified

n/a

n/a

Indexing
of Funds

Single Party
Dominance

VERMONT

MAINE
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www.ccec.state.az.us

Citizens’ Clean Elections
Commission

Three times the original
allocation

In general, independent
expenditures are treated
as if they were made by
the non-participating
opponent

Participating candidates
receive a dollar-for-dollar
match if the amount spent
by a non-participating
opponent exceeds the
amount allocated to the
participating candidate

Reduction of matching
funds, then reduction of
initial allocations, then
participating candidates
may cover with private
contributions

Adjusted biennially for
inflation and in
proportion to number of
income tax returns filed

Candidates in “one-partydominant” districts may
reallocate some funding
to primary

ARIZONA

CONNECTICUT

Beginning in 2014,
adjusted quadrennially for
inflation

www.mass.gov/ocpf/

Office of Campaign and
Political Finance
(prior to repeal)

Two times the original
allocation

Not specified

Participating candidates
receive a dollar-for-dollar
match if the amount spent
by a non-participating
opponent exceeds the
amount allocated to the
participating candidate

Major Party
Candidate:
Minor Party
Candidate:

$ 50,000.

$ 100,000.

In general, independent
expenditures are treated
as if they were made by
the non-participating
opponent

Participating candidates
receive a dollar-for-dollar
match if the amount spent
by a non-participating
opponent exceeds the
amount allocated to the
participating candidate

None specified

n/a

n/a

NEW JERSEY

www.ct.gov/seec/

www.elec.state.nj.us

State Elections
Election Law
Enforcement Commission Enforcement Commission

Two times the original
allocation

In general, independent
expenditures are treated
as if they were made by
the non-participating
opponent

Participating candidates
receive a dollar-for-dollar
match if the amount spent
by a non-participating
opponent exceeds the
amount allocated to the
participating candidate

None specified, however, Funds reallocated from
in 2002, the state
corporate business tax
liquidated assets to
revenues
comply with a court order
to fund the program

Adjusted biennially for
inflation

Candidates in “party
dominant” districts
(Primary contest funding receive additional primary
already higher)
funding
n/a

MASSACHUSETTS

Clean Elections: Public Financing in Six States, including New Jersey's Pilot Project

